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Athletics run by administration, not school
By Dan Williams
Although Men’s Intercollegiate
Athletics is a department in the School
of Applied Sciences and Arts, the
school’s dean has no control over its
budget or faculty positions.
The department is managed directly
by the SJSU administration through the
office of Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns.

William Gustafson

Burns said Monday that SJSU
President John Bunzel delegated to him
the responsibility for men’s sports last
January.
That responsibility, Burns said, had
rested with the executive vice president
since 1969.
Burns said decisions concerning
budgeting, staffing, faculty cutbacks
and operations are made by the administration and not by the school dean.

Burns said men’s sports is handled
separately from other departments in
the school because "athletics has
multiple funding sources and a clientele
that moves beyond the school (Applied
Sciences and Arts)."
Burns admitted that the Music,
Drama and Journalism departments
also have a "clientele that moves
beyond the school," but Intercollegiate
Athletics is the only department that is
handled directly by the administration
and is not subject to cutbacks on the
school level.
Burns added that another reason for
separating men’s sports from the
school was to ensure that no coaches
could receive tenure "so they can be
canned if they’re not doing their job.
The School of Applied Sciences and

Arts operates basically as a
bookkeeping device for Intercollegiate
Athletics because it is budgeted and
considered differently, Burns said.
Dr. William Gustafson, acting dean of
the School of Applied Sciences and Arts,
told the Spartan Daily last week that he
had received a verbal directive informing him that certain segments of
the school would be exempt from
faculty cutbacks at the school level.
Gustafson said the directive was
issued "early in March" by a top SJSU
administrator when the question of
cutbacks came up during a meeting of
administrators.
It was later learned from Dr. John
Foote, dean of academic planning, that
the segment the directive pertained to
was Intercollegiate Athletics.

Burns denied that a directive
protecting Intercollegiate Athletics
from faculty cutbacks ever existed.
Gustafson said he withdrew his
candidacy for the permanent deanship
of the school in March "on a matter of
principle."
At the time, there appeared to be a
university policy exempting certain
segments from sharing the cutbacks,
Gustafson said.
"I felt that this was not fair to other
segments of my school that would be hit
by the cutbacks," he added.
Faculty cutbacks are based upon
declining full-time enrollment (FTE )
figures. As a general guideline there
are 17.9 FTE per one faculty position.
Gustafson said the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts was forced to cut-

back 8.39 faculty positions while the
school enrollment increased from fall
to spring.
However, Gustafson said that it was
his understanding, from the directive,
that Intercollegiate Athletics would be
exempt from faculty cutbacks at a time
when that department has the lowest
student-faculty ratio
in the entire
school.
Burns said the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts is not being hurt by
having Intercollegiate Athletics within
the school. He said the school does not
receive any more or any less funding.
However, Gustafson said because
men’s sports has a student-faculty ratio
of 4.29 full-time students to one full-time
faculty position, it could have an affect.
continued on back page

Fund boost uncertain

IRA money hits snag
By Terry LaPorte
The $25,000 in expected state funding
for instructionally related activities
(IRA) may not actually mean a $25,000
increase for IRA programs.
The uncertain situation arises
because of an AS. budget committee
stipulation that if any funds to IRA
came from the state, all IRA accounts
would be frozen and council could reallocate funds.
Gov. Brown announced last week he
would move to provide some state
funding for IRA, reversing an announcement he made in February that
he would not favor the funding.
However, the exact figure of IRA
funding will not be known until June,
when Brown signs the final state
budget.
If the figure is $25,000 as expected,
A.S. council could decide in September
to switch an amount up to that figure
away from the IRA accounts.
IRA programs include intercollegiate
athletics, the Spartan Daily, KSJS,
music and art department programs,
and others.
The decision on where the state IRA
money will go will be decided by a
committee set up by Academic Vice
President Hoburt Burns.
The committee will include Burns,
Richard Whitlock, dean of undergraduate studies, Robert Martin,
dean of student services, John Foote,
academic planning dean, A.S.
President John Rico and Colleen
Culligan, A.S. treasurer-elect.
According to Burns, the committee
will meet in September.
"We’ll wait until we get an allocation
from the state, as soon as we get some
clear word," Burns said.
"We’ll work closely with AS. This
will relieve A.S. of some of the burden
of funding," Burns said.
Burns disagreed with Brown’s
stipulation on the state money that none
of it go to intercollegiate athletics
programs.

"It’s such a strange thing to do,"
Burns said of the stipulation.
"It’s discriminatory against the
athletic program. It’s just like saying
that the Spartan Daily or EOP
shouldn’t get the money," Burns said.
A.S. Treasurer-elect Colleen Culligan
said she has not yet met with Rico to
discuss their position on the IRA accounts.
Culligan said one program, Revenue

Action Program
HAP), could be
initiated with the state funding.
RAP would be designed to provide
A.S. funding to individual schools to
provide forums and programs of interest to students.
"RAP has a high priority. I hope we
can get that started," Culligan said.
The budget committee had voted to
give RAP "highest priority" if funds for
IRA came in from the state.

Bookstore advised
on Tower List sale
Recent controversy over
libelous content in the Tower
been the cause of concern
Spartan Bookstore, but the list
on sale.

possible
List has
for the
remains

The Tower List, which is an
evaluation of professors put out yearly
by the Tau Delta Phi fraternity, has
been criticized and boycotted by the
faculty of Electrical Engineering
Department.
Russell Roessler, attorney for
Spartan Shops, Inc., which runs the
Spartan Bookstore, told the Spartan
Shops Board of Directors (SSBD) at a
recent meeting that the bookstore is not
responsible for libelous materials it
sells "as long as it (the bookstore)
doesn’t know the material is libelous."
"Saying that there is no risk involved,
however, would be misleading," he
said, "and a professor who is cut down
by the list would sue the bookstore
rather than the publisher or the editor."
One of the main critics of the List
among electrical engineering faculty
has been Rajinder Loomba, who
blasted the List in 1973 for being unfair.
Loomba claimed that "false and
defamatory statements" were made
about him in the List’s last edition, and
as a result asked that Tau Delta Phi

insert a fair evaluation of him in all of
the unsold copies.,
Merritt Clifton, editor of the Tower
List, maintains that Tau Delta Phi did
not discriminate against Loomba, and
that they have no obligation to meet his
demands.
"Our legal adviser, Noel Gassett, told
us there is no way that Loomba can
take us to court," said Clifton, "and
contrary to earlier reports, we have
made no effort to correct anything in
the last edition of the Tower List."
The List hasn’t been published since
the spring of 1973 because of internal
difficulties in the fraternity, but a new
edition is expected to be put on sale next
fall.
The SSBD decided to continue sale of
the List in the bookstore upon the
recommendation of Roessler, who said
the bookstore should "take the chance".
According to Howard Brown,
assistant manager of the Spartan
Bookstore, the List will continue to be
on sale in the bookstore, and that sales
have been normal".
"We are responsible for anything we
sell in the bookstore," said Brown,
"and unless the administration says the
List is libelous, we will continue to sell
it."

-

Spring finally swings in
WARMER DAYS
Celebration of the long-awaited Spring
weather took many forms. This happy bit of acrobatics was

one way to enjoy the sunny weather last weekend at Vasona
Lake in Los Gatos.

Burns’ policies coming under heavy criticism
Ps

By Carla Marinucci
At the center of three major issues on
campus this week is one administrator
whose policies are undergoing
university-wide debate.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns is feeling the brunt of campus
criticism for his involvement with the
Academic Senate’s liaison committee
investigation into the Economics
Department.

news analysis
His Academic Priorities Committee’s
"ought statement" has been roundly
criticized for its heavy emphasis on
liberal arts and sciences.
And he has been drawn into a controversy over an alleged administrath e directive that reportedly
exempted men’s Intercollegiate
Athletics from faculty cutbacks.
The liaison committee’s recommendation on the Economics Departmentsigned by Burns and six other

committee memberswas rejected by
the Academic Senate earlier this week
and criticized because it did not
establish the propriety of administrative actions in disfranchiseing
the department.
Another report endorsed by Burns
the "ought statement" on academic
curriculum priorities --was deemed
unacceptable by the Academic Senate
Curriculum Committee, who termed it
"highly undesirable" and "devisive" to
the university.
Finally, administrators told the
Spartan Daily last week that a directive
was issued to protect faculty from
cutbacks in the Men’s Intercollegiate
Athletics Departmenta report Burns
denied.
Earlier this week, the Academic
Senate rejected the recommendation of
the liaison committee concerning
difficulties in the Economics Department.
The committee’s report, maintained
President John Bunzel’s disfranchisement of the department was
"legal and procedurally proper," but
added that "better procedures could

have been used."
Criticism of the report stemmed from
charges the committee did not sufficiently determine whether the actions
of the administration in disfranchising
the department were proper.
The report was drawn up after
months of testimony concerning
Bunzel’s action in the department, but
was rejected by a 23-14 vote in the
Senate.
It was refferred back to the liaison
committee for additional study.
Recommendations in the committee’s report included:
refranchisement of the department
as of Sep. 1975
the appointment of a new chairman
by Sep. 1976, with an interim chairman
from outside the department
the development of a new set of
policies for the Economics Department
by an outside committee
The report did not identify
wrongdoing by either the administration or the faculty of the
Economics Department, and did not
provide an evaluation of the difficulties
in the department.

Other members of the liaison committee were A.S. Executive Vice
President Burton Brazil; John Rico,
A.S. president; Byron Johnson,
associate professor of business; Paul
Brown, chairman of the Academic
Senate and the recreation and leisure
studies department; David Eakins,
professor of history; and George
Moore, professor of history.
In addition, the "ought statement" on
academic prioritieswhich was endorsed by Burns as well as other faculty
members and administrators appointed by Bunzelwas rejected by the
Academic Senate Curriculum Commieett earlier this week.
Critics of the "ought statement;;
charged it established a division between preprofessional and liberal
education at SJSU, and attempted to
define educational priorities.
In addition, rejection of the "ought
statement" came from more than 40
responses received from schools, deans
and departments by the Academic
Senate Curriculum Committee.
The statement was drawn up by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Curriculum

lorren Au

Priorities in the Steady State, a group
which included Burns and was formulated by Bunzel to establish an
educational philosophy here.
The "ought statement" purpose was
to outline the courses of study that need
most to be offered in view of the
declining student enrollment and the
resulting reduced resources.
It placed undergraduate liberal
education high on the list of academic
priorities.
The Ad Hoc Committee, in the "ought
statement",
developed
flexible
guidelines that would assign priority to
undergraduate liberal education as
follows:
first, liberal education through
general education
second, liberal education through
baccalaureate degree programs in the
arts and sciences
third,
to
vocational
or
preprofessional curricula
On the graduate level, vocational and
preprofessional studies were ranked
over advanced studies in the arts and
sciences.
continued on hark page
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letters
TWOPS council candidate blasts
Daily for ’aiding’ Rico in election

Ei(o) MAC
1111.11.6_ _ _

CLOSED

BECAUSE OF
hiepRACicE irisoroCE HiktS

Editor:
The greatest experience I have had
running 111 the last election on the TWCPS ticket is to feel first-hand the type of
slurs that Third World people experience every day in this soLiety.
Our ticket was composed of half third
world and half white people, yet it was
constantly under attack under the
theme, "The minorities are taking
over!"
The last straw was when the Spartan
Daily trashed us without giving us the
opportunity to refute the chargesthe
same chance they gave Rico.
April 15’s paper contained no less
than three anit-TWC-PS articles while
the next day’s paper had a front page
article slandering Semana Chicano.
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opinion
Vietnam war is all over now;
all that’s left are the memories
By Tom Lee
Tuesday night, one of my rare excursions into the vast wasteland of
television was rudely interrupted by the
announcement that the president of
South Vietnam had moments before
surrendered unconditionally.
-Good," I thought to myself, "it’s
finally over."
Moments later, as the full impact of
what had just happened began to sink
in, I found myself drifting into a maze
of emotions and memories.
I remembered that until eight years
ago I not only didn’t know about the
Vietnam war but didn’t even know
where Vietnam was.
The war was just another drama
brought into the living room each
iiightwhen the family gathered around
the television.
I remembered agreeing the United
States should just bomb the hell out of
the communists and get it all over with.

comment
I remembered when the first man
from my home town was killed in
Vietnam. The day after he returned to
Vietnam from a two-week leave, he
wound up on the business end of a North
Vietnamese mortar. He was 19.
"You should be proud...," the army
told his parents. And they were proud.
They had to be. All they had left of their
son was pride and a handful of worthless memories.
I remember another casualty of the
war. A close friend of mine went to
Vietnam for a year. When he returned,
the ever-present war stories were filled
with accounts of how he had led patrols
out to kill the "gooks."
Not long afterward, he volunteered
for another tour of duty in Vietnam. He
missed the excitement and the combat

Program Commission
needs to hire director
By Terry LaPorte
The fifth written attempt in 10 years
to alleviate the problems of the A.S.
Program Commission was presented to
A.S. council yesterday.
That report comes nowhere near
solving the commission’s problems.
The report by the task force on the
program commission would rewrite
Act 50, the part of the A.S. constitution
governing the commission.
The task force was created by A.S.
President John Rico, who has been
blamed for many of the commission’s
problems this year.
Rico apparently thinks the revision of
words can solve the serious problems of
the commission.
Those problems have been due
mainly to poor business practice and a
lack of commitment shown by the
commission members.
The rewrite of Act 50 solves neither
problem area.
The selection process of new members may be improved, although Rico
has said that he "doesn’t have that
much hope that the structure will be
improved that much next year."
The commission has had three
chairmen this semester alone.
Rico fired Briding Newell because of
personal conflicts between her and the
commission members.
He then appointed Hector Lizardi as
chairman without informing Lizardi.
Lizard’ resigned the next day.
Later Rico appointed Suzanne
Allayaud as chairwoman. The situation
seems to have stablilized, but Allayaud
still is forced to deal with a situation
where only two menibers of the en -

comment
tertainment board appeared at a recent
meeting.
However, the biggest headache has
been with the commission’s business
foul-ups.
The commission exhausted its $2,500
phone account in January, and its
outside phone lines are now disconnected.
The best answer to the business
problems is to create a paid
professional position to direct the
scheduling of programs. That person
would also be in charge of handling the
bookkeeping chores.
The director would not decide
thetypes of programming alone, but
r-ther perform the "leg work" for
programs that the student commission
members decide on.
The program chairperson under the
current structure is a student, and has
neither the experitise nor the time to
devote to the business problems of the
commission.
The program i adviser would still be
necessary to consult with students in
providing a good balance of forums and
entertainment programs.
A.S. officials should have lea?hed at
some point during the last 10 years that
the commission’s perrenial problems
can not be solved by guidelines put
down on paper.
A paid director would be a concrete
step toward providing the highest grade
of programming at SJSU for the benefit
of the community.

Pay.
When this friend returned from
Vietnam, I remembered wondering
what would become of him. He was 25
years old, a sergeant, and a junkie.
I remembered how my political views
began to change as a result of the war.
As hard as I tried I could no longer
believe the "My CountryRight or
Wrong" philosophy.
My country was wrongdead wrong.
But my country refused to admit it was
wrong, choosing instead to perpetuate
the errors in judgment that would
eventually cost the United States the
lives of 56,000 men.
I remember the promises and the
speeches: "making the world safe for
democracy," "the light at the end of the
tunnel," and "peace with honor."
At one point, I might have been
convinced that what we were doing in
Vietnam was right. But that was many
years and many broken promises ago.
And now, it’s finally over. Why were
we there? What did we learn from the
experience? What did it all mean?
Unfortunately, the questions seem
more plentiful than the answers.
Then, as .1 watched solemnly, ABC’s
Harry Reasoner laid the Vietnam war
to rest with what seemed to be an appropriate epitaph:
"It all seemed so easy then. We just
sent a few Green Berets to help our
Asian friends. But somehow, it all went
wrong..."
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Ceremony
judged poor
achievement
Editor:
It is very painful to have to write the
following, but it is also, I feel, very
necessary. The address of Dr. Charles
B. Burdick, Professor of History, upon
the occasion of his receipt of the second
annual President’s award for scholarly
achievement, was terrible.
It was at some times wrongheaded, at
other times superficial, and at nearly
all times unoriginal and unintersting
except to the connoisseur of
grotesqueries. It was overlong and
very, very, overwrought.
It is our perfect right, of course, as
citizens of a free country, where every
man may do as he likes, to engage in an
act of public self-humiliation. But
unfortunately more than an individual
was humiliated by Wednesday’s ( April
23) spectacle. It was identified in advance as an official university event of
significance. Our scholarly abilities
were to be on display. Crowds attended,
public officials were invited ( and attention drawn to them); the media was
there with their lights and cameras and
bustle.
What eccentricity! What provinciality! The very qualities that are our
bane, the very qualities the occasion
was designed to work against! How
unlucky poor President Bunzel has
been in his various choices and
decisions this year!
I have not been exposed to any of Dr.
Burdick’s other scholarly performances, but I can only believe that
this was most untypical. I can only
wonder why he did not read it to some
trusted and impartial and judicious
critic, before delivering it to the world
at large.
We are to understand that a committee of senior professors played an
important role in the selection of Dr.
Burdick as the speaker and recipient of
the award. Perhaps a committee should
also be formed to read the prospective
speeches of future award winners, so
that a disaster like Wednesday’s may
not occur again too soon.
Dennis Chaldecott
Assistant Professor, English

The key timing of these articles could
only have been to try to influence the
elections.
It was an extremely bitter pill to
swallow when the Spartan Daily came
down on us with its "special interest"
garbage and its playing on racial fears.
It was strange to see those same
people who had covered some of us on
our ticket so fairly when we struggled
against the administration on the
economics issue turn the guns around
and ignore our presence on the ticket
and push the special interest issue.
The Spartan Daily chose to completely ignore the very special interests
of those ROTC students who in military
formations went to vote on Seventh
Street. It chose to ignore the rumors
that athletics instructors told their
students to go vote the minorities out.
The fact that Rico voted against
antifor
an
giving
money
administration program dealing with
the Economics Department was
neglected.
In fact, we were trapped by the
limited spectrum of funding priorities
rather than issues such as: what is the
role of student government, racial,
sexual and political discrimination on
the campus; the issue of academic
freedom, and the role of students in the
curricular and extra-curricular activities of the college.
The fact that we were also running on
a feminist platform with two women
trying for the A.S. office for the first
time at SJSU also was ignored. We
fought for Sedition, Experimental

College, SCALE, Disabled Students
Union and other programs that
students have fought for in the past.
Instead, the whole issue became E.O.P.
funding and hence minority "special
interest." Of course, EOP was one of
our priorities but by no means the only
one.
I feel good to have run against ROTC
and professional athletics programs. I
feel good to have opposed some of our
active campus Young Republicans who
formed the core of Rico’s support.
I want to make it clear that the USP
contains some good people who have
run for valid reasons.
I deplore however, the racist tactics
that many of them and Rico chose to
use.
It is easy to play with the minds of
young dormitory students but it gets
much more difficult to do this to those
students as they grow older and become
more accustomed to SJSU. (This was
made clear by the voting pattern).
Tom Thomassen
TWC-PS candidate
Editor’s note:
The Spartan Daily’s coverage of the
news surrounding the A.S. election
merely followed the guidelines we laid
out well beforehand.
We reported the news without regard
for partisan implications, to the dismay
of both executive slates.
Mr. Thomassen is dead wrong when
he charges that the newspaper tried to
help or hinder either of the executive
slates or any other candidates.

Feminist calls foul
in abortion struggle
Editor:
Dennis Martin upsets me.
He falls into the category of people
that believe abortion is only an
emotional and moral issue.
He fails to recognize that it is a
political and economic issue, too.
Otherwise, the Supreme Court would
not have declared it legal and the
population would not be in the process
of being controlled.
I concur with Donna Avina’s opinion
that the Catholic Church is in the dark
ages. In those times, we did not suffer
the consequences of the Nixon administration: inflation, recession, lack
of jobs.
As a college educated ( and liberated
on my own accord) female, I believe it
is the woman’s right to choose whether
or not she wants to bring a child into
this world. And, believe me, religion
and morals are at the bottom of my list
of considerations.
I am single, career-oriented, and
looking forward to a challenging and
prosperous career in the field of
journalism. As a full-time worker living
on a limited income, I am in no want of
children. Whether married or single.

I have no reason to believe my
economic situation will change in the
near future. Nor my political situation.
For let us remember that, as a
female. I am forced ( as are all my
sisters) to subject myself ( once trapped) into the role of housewifeto stay
at home, not communicate with the
outside world, and have children. What
is the most demoralizing is that the
female is still in the main role as childrearer.
My answer is to have the father put in
at least 50 per cent of his time to care
for our child.
At this point in capitalist history, no
male is willing to put up that much of
his precious time.
So, why should I, with my career
goals, be asked to forego my ambitions
to be a mother?
It is for that reason, that I support the
woman’s right to choose abortion.
And, let us remember, that NOW’s
position and the feminist position, is the
right to choice. Not that abortion is the
end-all solution.
Carolynne Born
Senior, Journalism

Promotion figures require
Prof’s letter some explanation,analysis
on abortion
under knife

Editor:
I have just completed reading your
analysis of information from Stephen
Faustina which concluded that white
males received 74 per cent of the
promotions at this school last year.
Your statistics also point out a pretty
evenly balanced proportion of
Editor:
We must write in response to the promotions from the various categories
letter on Friday by Dennis Martin, the supplied in your data. You show that 23
embryo. It seems his mother changed per cent of the "men" considered were
promoted, 25 per cent of the "women,"
her mind about aborting him.
Mr. Martin, overpopulation is killing 24 per cent of the "white" group, 20 per
the human race, undoubtedly the cause cent of the "black" group, 25 per cent of
.of so many of our problems. Why do you the "asian" group. Your "other"
group, whoever they are, received a 33
suggest we have more?
Can you honestly remember when per cent rate of promotion.
Why did Faustina provide these
you were four months old in the womb.
Accidents happen, why should the statistics without any interpretation or
broad framework for analysis. Aren’t
rest of the world suffer for it?
As you stated, children are ex- promotions here based upon teaching
and
publication,
pensive. Why should people have kids effectiveness,
they do not want? Aren’t these children professional activities?
Isn’t race or sex a category not to be
some of the ones that are unlcved and
considered in promotion? Or is it to be
abused?
Abortion is not immoral nor a crime the primary consideration?
as you have suggested. It is conceivable
Mr. Faustina apparently in looking at
that most of us have a more modern any group sees them not as people or
opinion on abortion. Please do not try to professor but as men, women, white,
black, Spanish, Asian, Indian, and
sway our thinking.
Maybe you should write it letter to the others. Why doesn’t Mr. Faustina give
us a complete breakdown of racial
Pope.
Robert MacFarlane categories for absolutely every group
Junior, Business Administration on campus so we can have complete
and
democratization
Mark Price racial
Junior, Business Administration representation?

Let us begin in the classrooms and
get a racial and ethnic and sex breakdown of students taking every class.
Better yet, let us analyze them row by
row ( why, for example, do white males
prefer the middle six rows in the
classrooms in Dudley Moorehead Hall,
Mr. Faustina.)
Then let Mr. Faustina look at the
Union
cafeteria
for
seating
arrangements by ethnic group and sex.
What can we learn.
What about scholarships and
fellowships? And how many men,
women, white, black, Spanish, Asian,
Indian, or others were selected
President’s scholars in the past two
years?
How many members of the tennis
team are not white males? How many
books were published last year by
faculty members in the "other" group?
Why are they so unproductive?
Is Mr. Faustina saying the
promotions were made by a racially or
sexually biased group? Then, for God;s
sake, let us make promotions this year
Oil a racial-ethnic basis and make
things right?
Let us quit asking "What have
you done in your profession?" when it
comes to promotion, and start asking
"Which of Mr. Faustina’s groups are
you a member of?"
Larry Engelmann
Associate Professor, History
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Author -professor Gliner calls himself a radical
By Armand Ghieutv
With his sticking shirt tail,
heavy boots and widebrimmed suede hat, Dr.
Robert Gliner, assistant
professor of sociology, can
easily be mistaken for an
estranged student.
As one of his students
noted, "Except for the fact
that he combs his hair with
his fingers, tugs at his beard
frequently, you’d think that
he was just a regular prof."
At 32, Gliner has been
labelled by some of his
students and colleagues as
"a socialist," "a cornmunitarian," "a sloppy ivy
tower radical," and "an
existentialist." Gliner

however likes to think of
himself as a "radical
professor."
Prior to getting his Ph.D.
from University of Minnesota in 1968, Gliner was
editor of the underground
Minnesota Gadfly.
He was also involved in
numerous teach -ins and
protests organized by such
groups as SDS and the
Student Peace Union.
In addition to the civil
rights movements of the 60s,
Gliner was active in the 1968
San Francisco State faculty
strike and the U.S. incursion
into Cambodia demonstrations.
Born in Los Angeles,

Gliner said he comes from a
-socially conscious family."
Father of two children,
Gliner is a voracious author,
writing as a hobby.
His
books
include
’American Society as a
Social Problem," "Human
Perspective," and "The
Sensuous Eunuch."
Gliner is now working on
two books, one of which is
called,
"Up
Against
Apathy."
A professor who believes
that "sociology students can
only learn by doing social
change," Gliner said he does
not rely much on formal
lectures and mid-terms in
his classes, but rather

emphasizes outside class
projects.
In his Social Change class,
for example, students have
initiated such semester-long
projects as the Campus Food
Co-op and Swap-A-Skill.
The Campus Food Co-op
consists of buying fruits and
vegetables
weekly
at
wholesale prices for tight
budget students and the
Swap-A-Skill project is the
exchange of various services
among students.
Constantly reminding his
students of the alternatives
to American society, Gliner
told his students recently
that "one way to undermine
the present materialistic

Bunzel talks on U.S. action

Vietnam

1

America’s involvement
in Vietnam was "a
mistake, a misadventure,
wrong-headed, bad policy
and militarily impossible,"
President John Bunzel said
yesterday.
In an interview with
Spartain Daily reporters,
Bunzel said he was glad
American involvement is
over and hopes the country
will move forward.
"It will be easy for me
personally to put the war
behind me, because I don’t
believe in recrimination,"
said Bunzel.
"However, I don’t think
that it is going to be easy to
do politically," he added.
Bunzel,
himself
a
political scientist predicted
some politicians will use
the "villian theory" to try
to make "political capital"
in future elections.

But he said he thinks it is
"foolish to try to figure out
who is to blame" for U.S.
involvement in the war.
He said the United States
was not defending freedom
in Vietnam, but said he
believes most Americans
thought they were doing so.
"We weren’t defending
freedom as I understand
it," the president said.
The real struggle in
Vietnam was a civil war,
according to Bunzel.
There is an old proverb,
Bunzel said, that states,
"There are 1,000 ways to do
things wrong but only one
way to do it right."
"Wouldn’t it be great if
we knew the right way in
advance all the time?"
Bunzel asked.
TI le right way, according
to Bunzel, would have been
not to get involved in the

’bad policy’
Vietnam war at all.
"I’m a long-time opponent of the war and our
involvement," said Bunzel.
"The war was one this
country had no business
getting into."
Bunzel added that as a
member of the Kennedy
delegation to the 1968
Democratic
National
Convention, he voted for
the "peace plank."
With the war at an end,
Bunzel predicted that
’We’ll see a unification of
the country (Vietnam)."
The commanists "will be
to preoccupied" with
forming a new government
in Vietnam to do "what it
was presumbed they would
do"
said
Bunzel,
discounting the domino
theory.
The domino theory
maintains that a corn-

munist revolution in one
country is followed by
similar revolutions in
adjacent countries.

system is for you all to refuse
to graduate."
"By refusing to graduate,
and by creating such
projects as food co-ops and
consumer awareness .o
better and cheaper buys,’ he
said, "you would be able to
undermine the economic
system."
Gliner also observed that
"all subcultures in this
country are heading towards
the white Protestant ethic of
materialism
conformism,
and future orientation."
Gliner said civil rights
movements have been built
around subcultures because
"everyone wants a piece of
the pie."
By "pie," Glitter said he
was referring to the
luxurious American way of
life.
"The thing is that the pie is
already corrupted," Gliner
added, "and any real social
change would have to involve the creation of an
alternative pie and the undermining of the present
system."
"The need to produce at
mass level has al,so forced all
Third World countries
towards
one type of
technology," Gliner observed.
Gliner maintains that one
result of "technology acculturation" has been the
gradual destruction of Third
World cultures.
Socialism, he says, "kills
minority cultures and still
makes us ignorant of
technology."
A new social order can
only be realized in the
world
creation
of
a
technostructure and planned
economy, he claims.
"By using computers and
the best brains in the world,
we would be able to come up
with one correct politicodecision
in
economic
meeting our problems,"
Glitter predicts.

Robert Glitter
"With the need for
democracy gone, we’ll only
have to work a few hours a
day since everything would
be automated," Glitter said.
"With the spare time we’ll
have, we can fulfill or
upgrade our other needs," he
said.
Calling Gliner "a cornmunitarian and a very innovative professor", Dr.
Michael Otten, associate
professor in sociology, notes
his "orientation towards his
students is different from
other professors."
in
"He
puts
them
situations as to what they
want to do," Otten said.
"Glitter is an asset to the
Sociology Department,"
Otten said, "because he is
one of the best sources for
new ideas."
Otten also gives credit to
Gliner for "always coming
out with more experimental
courses than anyone else."
Next semester, Gliner said
he will teach a new course
called "American Society on
Trial."
According to Gliner, the
course
interdepartmental
consists of "a genuine civil

Rags to Riches
They are his own inventions: a series of colorful,
drop-in-a-quarter computer
games, the most famous of
which is "Pong."
The unusual success of
that experimental table
tennis gamein which two
players bat a spot of light
back and forth across an
electronic screenhas made
a rags-to-riches story out of
Bushnell’s life.
"We build a better
mousetrap," says Bushnell
to explain his fortune while
he paces the rug in his
spacious executive office.
-Our success is limited

only by our imagination," he
added.
His firm, Atari, Inc.
which means "60" in
Japanesehas expanded
from a small local operation
to "the world’s largest
computer games company,"
according to Bushnell.
Executive type
Dressed in a sporty suit,
bright gold shirt and huge
bow tie, Bushnell is the
image of the young 1970s
executive.
Both "Playboy" and
"Oui" magazines have
nationally-syndicwritten
ated articles about him.
Bearded,
sport-coated
businessmen trail in and out
of his office, which is
decorated with posters for
his games, statues and a
massive stuffed rat.
An
economics
and
in
major
engineering
college, Bushnell went to
work for Ampex, a Bay Area
electronics firm.
"Pour experiment
After a senior’s thesis on
computer games, Bushnell
began experimenting with
ways to produce the games
more economically. "Pong"
was one of the results.
first
was
"Pong"
placed in a local singles bar.
The popularity and profits
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a lecture at 8 pin. in El) 434.
SJSU United Farm Worker
Support Committee will
meet at 5 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacifica Room.
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 11:30
a.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
Gay Students Union will
meet at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

Steve Leckie

ELECTRONIC GAMESSelf-made millionaire tests one of the games that made his fortune.
formed the basis for rapid
expansion of the Atari line.
"I didn’t think it would get
this big this fast," he said.
Now with 40 international
locations, the company
markets 17 different computer games with names like
"Gotcha", "Tank", "Pursuit" and "Trak 10".
Atari staffs its three plants
with blue-jeaned workers
whose average age is U. The
average executive age is 28.
Rise to success
Despite a rapid rise to
success, Bushnell maintains
the road wasn’t necessarily
easy.
EN In

"For the first three years
of the company, I was the
lowest paid employe," he
said puffing a pipe behind his
desk.
But a person who wants
the millionaire’s life, has "to
really like work and want a
challenging career.
"I like to be in the thick of
things," he added with a
smile.
New Products Guarded
And the thick of things
means lots of travel.
decisions and responsibilit)
new
producing
for
are
productswhich
alarded with James Bond
IS

NI

SJSU Pre-law Club will meet
at 3 p.m. in SD 231.
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and drive a company cara
Buick station wagon."
Drawbacks
drawbacks
are
The
sometimes more serious.
"My dedication to my
work" resulted in a divorce,
lie said. That was the biggest
problem with his new
lifestyle, he added.
leaned
Bushnell
thoughtfully on a chair and
puffed harder on his pipe as
he described his goals.
"I want to be one of the
self-made
youngest
executives of a Fortune
"500" company," he said,
Fortune
to
referring
magazine’s annual list of the
world’s 500 largest corporations.
He said he figures he’ll
niake it by the time he’s 40.
Amusement Park
His other big dream, he
added, is to complete his own
amusement park.
"It would be a real trip to
design it."
Is he ever afraidcould
his success end as rapidly as
it began?
"If I lost it all, I’d be back
in the business in another
year," he promised. "I know
the business too well."
The company executive
stood in his office, folded his
arms and rocked on his
heels.
"Any failure would be
momentary, just like a
snapshot in time."

MALT LIQUOR

said Company PoIlland Oregrn
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CHESTER FISH & CHIPS
Corner of S. 11th & San Carlos
Next to 7-11
OPENING MAY 5

BEST IN COMFORT
BEST FOR LOCATION
2 blocks from campus
deluxe air conditioned rooms

FRID A
Students International
Meditation Society will meet
at 730 p.m. in ED 312.
Vietnamese Students
Association will meet at 730
p.m. in the Intercultural
Center.

secrecy.
The industry has a "very
competitive, predatory
environment," he explained.
"When you’re No. 1, there
are a lot of guys out there
trying harder."
The millionaire’s life is
"not all it’s cracked up to
be," he insisted, toying with
a matchbook on the table.
"I live in an apartment,

an existentialist and his
ideas sometimes reach the
point of absurdity," DeOca
said.
Terming Gliner’s Social
Change class a "different
kind of
learning
experience," Sue Grewohl said
she "never had a professor
with so refreshing an approach in teaching."
His ideas, Grewohl said,
"open people’s eyes to the
existence of alternatives to
American society."

(The meanest drink in town.)

Roads to riches paved with ’Pong’
By Carla Marinucci
America
across
All
children dream a game
about growing up called "IfI -were-a-millionaire."
But, at the ripe old age of
32, Nolen Bushnell, a selfmade millionaire, doesn’t
have to dream any longer.
Once an amusement park
employe, Bushnell is now
chairman of the board and
the major stockholder for a
;20 million Los Gatos-based
corporation.
The foundations of his
success sit in pizza parlors,
singles bars and amusement
parks all across the country.

class action suit against
American society on behalf
of Americans whose lives
have been messed up by it."
As a form of Bicentennial
protest, the three unit course
actual
feature
would
lawyers, judge, jury and
expert witnesses, he said.
Thamm,
Robert
Dr.
in
professor
assistant
sociology, expresses admiration for Gliner "on his
excellent ability to stimulate
innovate
to
students
programs."
"I don’t think he’s so much
a radical in his activities
than in his ideas for reforms," said Thamm.
Calling Gliner an "Ivy
tower radical," Thamm
noted that "if there are any
differences in opinion between us, it would only be due
to our different emphasis of
disciplinary fields."
Having one time shared
the same apartment, and
now the same office with
Gliner, Thamm jokes about
his friend’s lifestyle.
"He’s a little sloppy,"
Thamm observed.
"Look at his office,"
Thamm said pointing at
Gliner’s desk which was
strewn with books and
papers.
"It looks like his beat up
Datsun and clothes."
Jose DeOca, a sociology
junior enrolled in one of
Gliner’s classes,
says
Glitter’s teaching approach
"is unique in that class
structure is loose while he
puts responsibility on you
through class projects."
"Gliner’s ideas of social
change are wild," DeOca
added, "because they have
not been put into practice
yet."
"Some students think he is
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150 straight-A students make President’s list
More than 150 SJSU students have
been named President’s Scholars.
President’s Scholars are students
who have earned a grade point average
of 4.0 for two consecutive semesters
during a three-semester period which
included fall 1974, spring 1975 and fall
1975. They must have completed at
least 24 units during the two semesters
in which they made straight As.
June Ahern, Anthony Alleman, Julie

Anglin, Robert Applegate, Beverly
Austin, Bruce Baldwin, Jeannette
Barlogio, Janice Becker, Janet
Bellaire, Mark Belshaw, Sarah
Berkowitz, Joseph Black, Rebecca
Black, Joan Bodway, Marie Bossaert,
Kevin Brown, Robert Burke, Margaret
Buutveld, Nancy Calabretta, Linda
Casady.
Robert
Clark,
Kristin
Also,
Conoscenti, Steven Conradson, Richard

Cordano, Betty Davis, Jacob Davis,
Peter Decena, Marialena Defeo, Gayle
Delpero, Donald Doering, Susan
Dresser, Mary Duryee, Gary Dykes,
Judith Ebenhahn, Jane Edwards,
Marla Emery, Bruce Epperly, Becky
Ersted, Joan Eskes, Steven Fend,
Amalie Fernandez.
Also, Edith Fischer, Joseph Fleming,
Katherine FoLek, Devorah Freiberg,
Susan Friedman, Amanda Gabarro,

Minerva Galvan, Wendy Gardner,
Candace Geppert, Patricia Gibson,
Rubin Giuffre, Marilyn Gliddon, Peter
Gonzalez, Sandra Guenzel, Loren Haas,
Thomas Hecker, Richard Herdegen,
Alice Higuchi, Tavmi Hileman.
Also, Ronald Hirose, Virginia Hobbs,
Robert Hodges, Kenneth Horn, William
Howard, Marylou Hoyt, Henry Hsieh,
Karin Hueftle, Norman Hulberg,
Cheryl Jacobsen, Janet Johns, Willard

Johnson, Jeanne Jones, Jennifer Keim,
Penelope Kenez, Roger Kent, Patricia
Kjeldgaard, Lynda Kneifel, Thomas
Knight, Cheryl Kruckeberg, Jane
Lancaster.
Also, Michael Lauriola, Ping Leung,
Rochelle Lindsey, Richard Lively,
Evelyn Livingston, Philip Lock, Mary
Lopez, Carol Luevano, Elaine Mansfield, Ronald Mathis, Paul Matsumoto, Lyman McConnell, Valarie

Convocation set for tomorrow

First female CSUC president to speak
.......:
4011Iiii

aft.
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Marjorie D. Wagner

SJSU’s 13th Annual Honors Convocation, honoring more than 800
students named president’s and
dean’s scholars, will be held 1:30 p.m.
Daily
Morris
in
tomorrow
Auditorium.
Dr. Marjorie Wagner, president of
Sonona State College, will address the
scholars on "the Continuing Value of
the Liberal Arts."

The Convocation, sponsored by
SJSU and the University Honors
Committee, will be followed by a
president’s reception honoring the
scholars and their familes in the S.U.
Loma Prieta room.
Wagner, the first woman president
of a California state university, has
held her post since 1974.
She obtained her M.A. in 1939 from

the Catholic University of America
and her Ph. D. from Yale University
in 1942.
Prior to being named president,
Wagner served as Fredrick Hard
Professor of English Literature later
as acting president of Scripps College
in Claremont.
She has also taught English at

Sarah Lawrence and at Barnard
College, both in New York.
Students being honored as
president’s scholars include those who
have earned a 4.0 Grade Point
Average (GPA) for two consecutive
semesters of the previous three
semesters and have taken a total of 24
units during that time.

Mclnroy, Maureen McNeir, Carol
Mello, Kathleen Miller, Roxanne
Laura
Monlux,
Miller,
Carol
Moulthrop, Charles Murphy, Patrick
Murphy, Ruth Norman, Stephen
Owens.
Also, Elnor Pahl, Susan Palcher,
Darcy Parris, Joleen Paul, Toni
Pearce, Toni Pinck, Arthur Porton,
Dean Prater, Stephen Prater, Daniel
Rapp, Shirley Rice, Betty Richter,
Vivian Rivero, Mary Rosso, Frederick
Rowe, John Scheff, David Schirle,
Firous Sedarat, David Shaffer, Dennis
Shelley, Gail Shiomoto, Carlisle
Shoemaker.
Also, John Sieg, Jo Ann Smith,
Pamela Smith, Marcia Spencer,
Elizabeth Stackhouse, Mark Stanford,
Lynn Stapper, Richard Streifer, Susan
Swan, Paul Swanson, Margo Tenold,
Adelbert Terrebonne, Joan Thorley,
Ken Tokunaga, Darrell Ubick, Dianne
Van Voorhis, Matthias Vargas, Rodolfo
Vidaurri, Roger Wakimoto, Linda
Westphal.
Also, Michael Whelan, Russell
Whitlark, Peter Wood, Bradley
Woodington, William Wyman, Anjali
Yadav, Elizabeth Young.

TOO students gain honors as Dean’s Scholars
More than 700 students will be
honored tomorrow as Dean’s Scholars.
Dean’s Scholars are students with a
3.65 grade point average for either the
spring 1975 or fall 1975 semesters. They
must have completed at least 14 units
during the semester in which they
achieved a 3.65 (;PA.

School of Applied
Sciences and Arts
Freshmen
Heinemann,
Dawson, Bonnie;
I.ynne; Lauderdale, Maryanne; Lewis,
Mary; Marlow, Marla; Morrison,
Katherine; Morse, Gary; Oconnell,
Sharon; Paul, Gerald; Sluka, Jeffrey;
Takahashi, Lori; Vogler, Jeanette;
Ward, Wendy.
Sophomores
Atkinson, Judith; Blicharz, Faith;
Clithero, John; Dimaggio, Eugene;
Field, Kathleen; Ford, Michael;
Goodnetter, Georgette; Graham,
Janet; Joiner, Diane; Keefer, John;
Kim, Marie; Konieczki, Cynthia;
Kramer, Jeffrey; Kreisler, I.issa;
Naugle. Sally;
Ohan, Gilbert;
Sampson,
Patrick;
O’Sullivan,
William; Shelton, Barbara; Varblow,
Linda.
Juniors
Andrews, William; Ankele, Sharon;
Bocciardi, Paula; Campbell, Bonnie;
Conrad, Robert; Cunningham, Cheryl;
Davila, Judith; Downey, Cheryl;
Gowin, Pamela; Grant, Robert; Gylock
Michael; Houchen, Linda; Johns,
Adrienne.
Also, Lamb, Jeffrey; LaPorte,
Robert; Ludlum, Andrew; Mapes,
Jeffrey; Marinucci, Carla; Marks,
Jeffrey; Mcleod, James; Moore,
Pamela; Basch, Nicholas; Perkins,
Patrick; Peterson, Thomas; Peyton,
Carolyn; Porter, Mary; Ransom, Gail;
Root, Barbara; Shemeta, Roseanne;
Weber, Donald; Wendt, Carol; Wilson,
Bonnie.
Seniors
Adams, Debra; Adams, Patricia;
Anderson, Diana; Arken, Kathleen;
Bachman, Terrie; Bliss, Stan; Boguski,
Patricia; Brewer, Grace; Brooks,
Kathleen; Buniowski, Luanne; Bush,
Susan; Carpenter, Ror .,c1; Church,
Dennis; Collins, James; Crisfield,
Richard; Croucher, Mariann.
Also, Dayton, Alicia; Dehaan, David;
Edwards, Mary; Ferris, Robert;
Fetzer, Becky; Fraser, Laura; French,
Barbara; Garcia, Rita; Gargiulo,
Anthony; Gilley, Stephen; Gliddon,
Gary; Ilajduk, Martha; Hansen,
Patricia; Hansen, Robert; Harter,
William; Herum, Stanley.
Also, Hiatt, Jill; Hopp, Wayne; Hunt,
Lorna; lbello, Richard; Juarez, Ralph;
Keefe, Rita; Kirkendall, David;
Kishiyama, Jenny; Lampe, Patricia;
Lane, Russell; Lerner, Joan; Lewis,
Leslie; I.ivoni, Barbara; Long, Kathy;
Louie, Patricia; Loustaunau, Albert;
Lavio, Suanne; Lyon, Eric; McCarthy,
Maureen; Monaghan, Bryan; Moore,
Beatrice; Morris, Margaret; Murphy,
Cynthia; Nenzel, Frances; New, Lynn;
Neilsen, Debbie; Patrick, Owen; Paul,
Cheryl; Payne, Cynthia.
Ragan,
Also, Phelps, Linda;
Maureen; Recendez, Jacquelyn;
Ripley, Dan; Rosenbledt, Daniel;
Rudnicki, Peggy; Sabel. Michele;
Scheffer, Sandra; Schoenfeld, Tibor;
Scurich, Robert; Shintani, Joyce;
Shock, Martha; Szabo, Patricia; Tays,
Dennis; Tegarden, Larry; Tidwell,
Jerry; Trounstine, Philip; Tsi.
Caroline; Tunnes, Mary; Vanderwall,
Pamela; Warde, Francine; White,
Carl; Wilmes, Linda.
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School of Business
Freshman
Arthofer, Lisa; Ching, Gary; Dillon,
Nancy;
Feldmeyer,
Florence;
Franklin, Brenda; Latimer, Jan.
Sophomores
Bommarito, Thomas; Hall, Gorden;
Hirano, Franklin; Johnson, Paul;
Kolibaba, Sandra; Lazarakis, Spiro;
Novicki, John; Murphy, Dennis;
Player, Eileen; Rose, Suzanne; Rowe,
Gerald; Willis, Bernice; Wysuph,
Cynthia; Yamaichi, Lois; Yoakum,
Gary.
Juniors
Chambers, Sheila; Claycomb, Ann;
Comyns, John; Denny, James; Glazer,
Jeffrey; Goldcamp, Nancy; Ishikawa,
Walter; Johes, Dawn; Kadow, Paul:
Keyser, Wiliam; Krogh, David;
Leonard, Amy; Miksch, Alan; Olthoff,
Donald; Phillips, David; Thoman,
Douglas; Trettin, Pamela; Ward,
Clevester.
Seniors
Allaire, Neil;
Aal, Richard;
Anderson, Arlie; Andrews, John;
Belletto, Roy; Bertoncin, Stephen;
Cannon, Richard; Chapple, Bernice;
Cook, CI aig; Costa, Manuel; Eaker,
John; Fairchild, James; Farnsworth,
Daniel; Fiehler, Dale; Ford, Alan;
Frietbel Thomas; Gerbolini, Marjorie.
Also, Glaze, Arlington; Hakim,
Baba; Hanson, Roger; Hargett, Lloyd;
Hill, Mary; Hyde, James; Jellison,
James; Johnson, George; Johnson,
Jenice; Kearns, Thomas; Kjos,
Kimberly; Kludt, Richard; Kravitz,
Bradley; Laub, Carolyn; Lustenberger, Terry; McGinty, James.
Also, Miller, David; Mizerak, John;
Moore, Sherman; Mwaniki, Muchami;
Myers, Paul; Nichols, Earl; Nyberg,
Joy; Osterman, Donald; Poate, Jerry;
Pollock, Edward; Rizzuto, Jeryl.
Also, Robinett, Susan; Ryker,
Robert; Sinclair, Gene; Sloan, Stan;
Stanchak, Andrew; Stoffel, Mark;
Surovik, George; Teel, Craig; Timbrook, Dana; Trajanovich, Zoran;
Utke, Michael; Weed, Gerald;
Westerhoff, Dorothy; Whipple, Helen;
Worthington, David; Yun, Winifred.

School of Education
Sophomores
Sil ’Kinds, Nancy.
Juniors
Eldridge, Linda; Mattingly, Ann;
Russell, Terence.
Seniors
Barry, Sharon; Becker, Carl; Bennett, Diane; Brown, Steven; Brunner,
Bonnie; Bryant, Judith; Decker,
Lester; Ferguson, Dorothy; Haack,
Deborah; Henning, Melanie; Herman,
Karen; Kiyoi, Lillian; Muto, Dorothy;
Naggi, Elaine; Narita, Sandra;
Nourse, Barbara; Omeara, Kathleen;
Pontius, Vallerie; Sullivan, Marcia;
Smith, Sandra; Winchell, Carol;
Yriarte, Juanita.

School of Engineering
Freshman
Jorgensen, Lars; Lopez, Gary; Luce,
Mark; Schmid, Steven; Strum,
Michael.
Sophomores
Bartholomew, Pamela; Beck, Mark;
Brendel, William; Coo, Minh; Fil,
Jonathon; Johnson, Russell; Kent,
Stanley; Mc(3eery, Neil; Richardson,
Timothy.
Juniors
Caldwell, Brian; Chang, Paul; Ching,
Christopher; Della, Allen; Ebert,
Robert; Lam, Eddy; Livi, Bernard;
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Mary; Cest, William; Chan, Hung;
Cinquemqni, Janis; Coffron, Marilyn;
Collopy, Connie; Cooney, Ursula;
Coyle, Mary; Creswell, Cynthia;
Crowther, Kenneth; Decampo, Constance.
Seniors
Also, Deiss, Deborah; Delesdernier,
Armo, Jack; Astle, Robert; Bosson,
Peter; Christensen, Robert; Clark, Bruce; Demco, Patricia; Dennis,
Robert; Conley, Michael; Craig, Ellen; Doda, Debra; Ducat, Carol;
Robert; Dave, Kirit; Denney, Michael; Duraine, Janet; Eldon, Teven; Enero,
Fagerskog, Henry; Grella, Ralph; Lorna; Escobar, Elizabeth; Esteves,
Harame, David; Herbert, Mark; Kathleen; Ferguson, Carolyn; Ferran,
Hinds, Robert; Ich, Pham; Jacobs, Kathleen; Fleming, Joseph; Fournier,
Martin; William; Fraser, Roberta; Galvan,
Lawrence,
Lawrence;
Maciejewski, Stanley; Ngo, Hao; Mario; Gillogley, Michelle; Goldstone,
Noble, Henry; Ogle, William; Paff, Rhonda; Gould, William; Grant, Lynn;
Gary; Peckham, David; Petty, Ran- Griffith, Gary; Griffin, James; Hahn,
dall; Shah, Pankaj; Siegel, Stephen; Robin; Hallford, Sharon; Hamilton,
Silva, Larry; Silveria, Burnett; Tam, Carol; Hammond, George.
Also, Hanson, Virginia; Heckler,
Chwig; Thai, Phi; Tipton, Lawrence;
Trebaol, George; Truong, Thi; Van, Kathleen; Heller Pamela; Henrikson,
Hua; Wolbertus, Willem; Wood, John. Polly; Howard, Alvin; Huff, Luvern;
Isaacson, Brenda; Jacob, Catherine;
Johnson, Aimee; Johnson, Susan;
Johnstone, John; Jordan, Susan;
School of Humanities
Kermaninejad,
Jorgenson, Jon;
Jeanette; Knapp, Amy; Kong, Bik;
and Arts
Kunz, Leonard; Larson, Glenn;
Laurence, Marvin; Lavista, Virginia;
Lawson, John; Leonard, Kathy; Leong,
Freshmen
Lela; 1.ieb, Catherine; Lindberg,
Braun. Cedric; Ferrante, Nicholas;
David; Lunce, Tove.
Fosberg, Rosemarie; George, Donna;
Also, Lytle, Laura; Macneil, Tonia;
Highbaugh, Deborah; Jardstrom,
Maliony, Ellen; Mann, Stephen;
Marta; Johnson, Kim; Letchworth,
Massaro, Michael; McCarthy, Dennis;
Thomas; Otsuka, Pamela; Peterson,
McLaughlin, Kelley; Medlin, Charles;
Gayla; Rogers, Lily; Strunk, Mary;
Merriam, Robin; Mitchell, Tamara;
Tomasello, Thomas; Vutz, Katherine;
Morea, Valeria; Mulholland, Bonnie;
Wilcox, Patricia; Yanagihara, Debra;
Muller, Kathleen; Myers, Judy;
Zaharia, Michele.
Nelson, Carolee; Neubert, Bernard;
Nielson, Aage; Ochoa, Louise; Oh,
Sophomores
Kyungna; Olson, David, Osmus,
Blatz, Andrew; Boggs, Josiah;
James; Owen, Robert; Padden, Lynne;
Brierly, Sharon; Burdman, Scott;
Pepper, Larry; Peyton, Evelyn; Pinon,
Cosgrave, Valerie; Foyle, David;
Edward; Pizanis, Maria; Poulsen,
Hecht, Judith; Heyburn, Julie; Hirsch,
Gloria.
Morris; Holeman, Susan; Jensen,
Also, Prince, Philip; Pruitt, Pamela;
Paul; Lemke, Barbara; Liu, Irene;
Rushing, Frances; Ramirez, Sharon;
Lutsko, Duane; Mello, Joanne;
Hector, Cheryl; Reynolds, Gay;
Nawalinski, Cunthea; Peters, KimRobertson, James; Rogers, Janis;
Rebello,
Louise;
Virginia;
berly; Quail,
Russell, Lynn; Saufley, Suzanne;
David;
Singleton,
Diane;
Schretlen,
Sanfilippo, Robert; Scott, Jessie;
Thorp, Cynthia; Vandusen, Susan;
Selleck, Joan; Sher, Lawrence;
Vosper, Richard; Weil, Helene; Wilson,
Sherman, Patricia; Shriver, Janice;
Laura; Size, Sharon.
Sliger, Janer; Sparber, John; Swenor,
John; Talton, Kay; Thompson, Susan;
Juniors
Unger, Cynthina; Vallier, Diane;
Aggas, I.auretta; Akin, Donna;
Wagenman, Kathleen; Walraven,
Ambuni, Annette; Atkins, Joyce;
James; Walter, Stephanie; Watkins,
Barsamian, Betty; Bedayen, Bruce;
Marvin; Watmore, Diane; Wleker,
Bellicini, Mary; Bethune, Clifton;
Dara; Whaley, Rebecca; Whitaker,
Bonnickson, Bobbie; Buell, Gary;
Jacqueline; Wolfe, Sally; Yee, MarCanepa, Linda; Castillo, Lucy; Chitcella.
tenden, George; Cook, Nancy; Cole,
Nancy; Dolan, Kathleen; Fitzmaurice,
Timothy.
School of Sciences
Also, Godwin, Phillip; Gray,
Stephen; Hastings, Karen; Hawkins, Freshman
James; Hoyt, Kathleen; Intersimone,
Hays, Mark; Law, Lawrence.
Barbara; Johnson, Marie; Jurgens,
Katherine; Kelsey, Colleen; Kranich, Sophomores
Joanna; Laporta, Michael; Madsen,
Barbera, Kelly; Carson, Arthur;
Carolyn; Mallon, Kevin; Matthews, Christie, Gail; Dillier, Irene; Fenolio,
Kathy; Matsumoto, Paul; McLaughlin, Kurt; Fontana, Perry; Guertin, John;
Robin; Michaelson, Steven; Middleton, Hall, Carol; Hamnion, Diane; Hill,
Kimberly; Ho, Pamela; Kelly, James;
Priscilla; Mitoma, Carolyn.
Also, Miller, Philip; Moulthrop, Kim, Owen; I.arue, Ross; Lum,
Laura; Munger, Janice; Oback, James; Lungo, James; Maier, Lothar;
Lorraine; Oiler, Shirley; Olson, Maske, Rudolph; North, Robert;
Daniel; Patterson, Robert; Peery, Nishimatsu, Carol; Pruitt, Karen;
James; Pinckney, Carol; Pohl, Toews, Timothy; Tokubo, Teresa;
Patricia; Ptak, Judy; Rafferty, Volpe, Silvana.
Cheryl; Reddick, Cleveland; Reiland,
Barbara; Robinett, Jennifer; Roland, Juniors
Anderson, Thomas; Bhend, Ingrid;
Judith; Bildnicki, Mary; Sakauye,
Dean; Stenseth, William; Straw, Carss, Scott; Clark, James; Dinshaw,
Barbara; Tilden, Janice; Tortorice, Kathleen; Hannan, Cheryl; Hanson,
Frank; Triffo, Patricia; Tucker, Marsha; Heise, Gregory; Highbaugh,
Charles; Ulmer, Bethany; Willis, David; Hom, Kenneth; Kennedy,
Hope; Witt, Madelyn; Yarnell, Laaa; Robin; Klingman, Kenneth; Kojima,
Robert; Lake, Katherine; Majesky,
Younger, Vivian.
Mark; Markey, Brian; North, Robert;
Obermiller, James; Ray, Claudia;
Seniors
Adams, Nancy; Allen, Lana; Allen, Robinson, Harry; Simenson, Robert;
Shawn; Andersen, Gregory; Ankney, Simmons, Judith; Slough, William;
Sue; Antonopoulos, Goanna; Arenas, Summers, Mary; Webster, Mark;
Maree, Baldwin, Lawrence; Bauer, Weston, Susan; Yoshida, Amy.
Commie; Bay, Linnea; Beacock, Adell;
Bircher, Barbara; Birge, Margaret; Seniors
Allard, Douglas; Aimario, BenBlankenbiller, Cheryl; Bodway, Joan;
Bogart, Eric; Breeden, Josie; Brown, jamin; Armin, Richard; Buniowski,
Patricia; Calderoni, Susan; Capitani, Sally; Casaletto, laurel; Chandler,
Mattson, Brad; Murrell, William;.
Roybal, Julie; Swenson, David;
Thurston, Jeannie; Tom, Steven;
Worline, Carl; Worsley, Robert.

Georgia; Coffield, Karl; Crowe, Ralph;
Downs, Theron; Fraser, Laurie;
Giovannetti, Dennis; Godinez, Vivian;
Graf, Sharon; Halverson, Catherine;
Harvey, James; Haskell, Stephen;
Hibbert, Frederick.
Also, Ho, Alan; Ho, Bruce; Hoencke,
Gerald; Honeycutt, Susan; Hosmer,
Pamela; Johnson, Karen; Lancaster,
Jane; Logsdon, Roger; Macpherson,
Lloyd; Mcetchin, Donald; Moss, Mark;
Nelson, Warren; Oiseth, Stanley;
Orwoll, Mark; Patel, Shirishkumar;
Pekarcik, Olivia.
Also, Penner, Mark; Prevost,
Raymond; Reynolds, David; Rizzo,
Helen; Robey, Michael; Rodriguez,
Albert; Schafle, Michael; Shahrivar,
Farid; Sherman, Esmeralda; Smith,
Barry; State, Linda; Stevens, Richard;
Streck, Daniel; Swan, Kathleen;
Upton, Jeffrey; Wagner, Eugene;
Wagner, Linda; Wanek, Nancy.

School of Social
Sciences
Freshman
Late!), Horatio; Stancavage, Mary.
Sophomores
Choy, Bruce; Ector, Patricia; Ellis,
Joni; Litchfield, Perry; Pierre,
Rolanda; Pond, Thomas; Weiss,
Stuart.
Juniors
Adams, Michael; Black, Stanley;
Bush, Nancy; Choyce, Marian; Fitzsimmons, Kathleen; Glenn, Rosemary;
Gregorie, Victor; Hodges, Mark;
Huber, Patricia; Hubert, Theresa;
Macdonald, Elizabeth; Newsom,
Sherrie; Stover, Dorsey; Swantko,
James; Toma, Byron; Wilson, Loretta.
Seniors
Akers, Joan; Allen, Timothy; Altman, James; Avila, Alan; Belcher,
Cheryl; Borland, Janice; Botta,
Sergio; Brazil, Janice; Burns, Bruce;
Coffland, Alvin; Cords, Clifford;
Culley, Iris; Drew, Robin; Dare,
Larry; Fehrenbacher, David; Frain,
Janett.
Also, Freed, Jerri; Frielink, David;
Garza, Victor; Glovin, Jordan; Griego,
Phillip; Grill, Marilyn; Griswold,
Kathleen; Hague, Richard; Hagiya,
Grant; Harp, Karen; Hickman, Ann;
Hodge, Gail; James, William; Khorsand, Shokrollah; Kilpatrick, Frank;
Kirby, Robert.
Also, Kneeland, Sally; Knoche,
Kitsy; Kreig, Steve; Kutras, Peter;
Kyser, Kathleen; Lapitsky, Margaret;
I.ohr, Steven; Malone, Thomas;
Manasco, Nancy; Maus, Victor;
Meese, Lois; Mirikitani, Sharon;
Mirrasoul, Louise; Moessnel, Ursula;
Morrissey, Leslie; Norton, Diane;
Obendorf, James; Orlando, Donna;
Passailaigue, Suzanne.
Also, Perry, Michael; Plunk, Aurora;
Roemmele, Alicia; Sak, Rebecca;
Salter, Bruce; Shellard, Laurie;
Sherman. Paul; Shideler, Darrell;
Suda, Gary; Sutton, Susan; Swenor,
Rita: Taylor, Cary; Thacker, Deborah;
Trask, Bernadette; Urbin, Arthur;
Wedrall, Mark.

New College
Juniors
Thompson, Frank.
Seniors
Alexander, Claudia;
Braham,
Brenda; Johnson, Lisa; Regan, Harry;
Sweet, Willard.

Special Programs
Freshman
Antonell, Peter; Araki, Janet;
Arenas, Ricardo; Conway, Kenneth;
Cordano, John; Dahl, Linda; Dahlias,
Jeffrey; Dickey, Glenn; Hargens,
Michael; Ivancovich, Christine;
Karstedt, Nancy; Jackson, Kristine;
Johnson, Leslie; Johnson, Teresa;
Melo, Catherine; Mikle, Judith; Nyden,
Anne; Patellar, Geralynn; Sereda,
Steven; Tanner, Mark; Thompson,
Robert; Vanbrocklin, Jamie; Wong, So.
Sophomores
Bookie,
Richard;
Anderson,
Eveleen; Campbell, Edna; Chavez,
Cynthia; Conolly, John; Heard, Phillip;
Horn, Steven; Jones, Erik; Koehler,
Kathryn; Lewis, Laura; Loretz,
Suzette; Martin, Carlene; Olsen,
Cheryl; Perrotti, Elaine; Rodriguez,
Teodocia; Sakamoto, Julia; Sanfilippo,
David; Schirle, Douglas; Simpson,
Deborah; Steffen, Susan; Tang,
Audrey.
Juniors
Abileali, Karen; Banzler, Laura;
Black, Gary; Brown, Diana; Chan,
Dance; Cogan, Ellen; Demuth, Dale;
Douglas, Susan; Ferrante, Russell;
Giuffre, Robin; Godfrey, Gretchen;
Hillback, Katherine; Lewis, Deborah;
Mitchell,
Sharon;
Matsumoto,
Christine; Powers, Tania; Rossiter,
Connie; Sacks, Richard; Sorbello,
Kimberly; Vanboldrik, Anna; Wallace,
Claudia; Watson, Ruth; Whiting,
Patricia.
Seniors
Beimer, Kathleen; Doyle, Marjorie;
Dumermuth, Deanna; Fong, Sharon;
Fritz, Pamela; Gargano, Carl; Graves,
Mary; House, James; Kato, Rose;
Keith, Linda; Mehl, James; Miller,
Carol; Morse, Kenneth; Mueller,
Sharon; Nguyenson, Hong; Relac,
Joseph; Rigg, Marion; Schmidt,
Maree; Siegel, Cheryl; Sparks, Wendy;
Stephen, Alan; Thompson, Melissa;
Whitaker, Jean; White, Elaine.

Graduation
scheduled
May 23
Commencement activities will be
held at 5 p.m. Friday May 23 in Spartan
Stadium.
Two receptions, hosted by President
John Bunzel, will preceed the commencement and degree presentation.
The first reception, held from 1 to 2
p.m., will be for graduates from the
schools of Engineering, Humanities
and Arts, Science, Social Work and
Social Science.
The second, held from 2 to 3 p.m., will
honor graduates from the schools of
Business, Education, Applied Sciences
and Arts, New College, Librarianship,
and the Mexican-American Graduate
Studies.
Both receptions will be held in the
S.U. Loma Prieta room.
Participating students must wear
gowns, caps and lassies, available for
sale or rent at the bookstore, according
to a Spartan Shops spokesman.
Vice President Hobert Burns will
present the candidates and Bunzel will
award degrees to the candidates according to a University Relations
spokesman.
The Commencement speaker has not
been named yet, the spokesman said.
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Tolkien epic recorded
’

SURPRISE DISCOVERYTeresa and Jim
(Karen Butterfield and Greg Johnson) make

an untimely visit home from college in a
scene from "Enuff of This Love Stuff!"

Comedy in abundance

’Enuff’ debuts at Dodo
By Bob Agee
SARATOGAThe
King
Dodo Playhouse has another
hit comedy on its hands with
the
improbable
mateswapping farce, "Enuff of
This Love Stuff!"
Saturday night’s performance had the tightly
packed audience in the little
Saratoga theater howling
with laughter from start to
finish.
Written by Peninsula
playwright Ralph Rose,
"Enuff of This Love Stuff" is
about two couples, Marge
and Bob Logan and Tom and
Ruth Bailey, who are finding
the daily routine of suburban
life repetitious and boring.
’Cure’ interrupted
One evening the couples,
who have been best friends
for a long time, return from
their usual Saturday night
out at the club, obviously
quite drunk, and decide that
a little mate-swapping might
be just what they need to
cure their boredom.
Just as the swapped
couples are discovering the

difficulties involved in
becoming involved, they are
interrupted by the Logan son
and the Baily daughter, who
have made a surprise visit
home from college to tell of
their plans to elope.
The kids soon discover that
their respective parents are
not with the proper spouses.
Dialogue sparkles
Although the plot is a little
thin in spots and tends
toward the cliche, the
dialogue sparkles with wit
and the level of acting is such
that the audience never stops
laughing long enough to
notice the script’s shortcomings.
Marge Logan, a big brassy
redhead, is played to perfection by Jaleen Holm, who
also doubles as the plays
director.
The most outstanding
performance, however, is
that of J. Ivan Holm as
Marge’s husband, Bob
Logan.
Holm can send the
audience into convulsive
laughter with the arching of

an eyebrow, and the long
drunk scene at the play’s
beginning gives him ample
opportunity to do just that.
Holm’s
timing
and
delivery are exquisite, and
he has the most mobile and
expressive face this side of
Walter Matthau.
Betty Jane Bennett turns
in an excellent performance
as the vacant, vapid Ruth
Bailey, and Robert Gillis is
good as her loud, boisterous
husband, Tom.
Hitbound
The son and daughter
characterizations are the
weakest aspect of the script,
but Karen Butterfield and
Greg Johnson do well with
the material they have to
work with.
"Enuff of This Love Stuff"
should be a solid hit, and is a
welcome addition to the King
The
Playhouse.
Dodo
comedy will play on Sunday
evenings through May, and
then will alternate on Friday
and Saturday evenings
through June 27.

O’Jays newest effort a
hip -bumping good album
By Gay Gass&
Those who can’t get
enough of drum-strong solid
soul dance music can
celebrate the arrival of a
new album.
The O’Jays have just
Ireleased "Survival" and it’s
a finger-snapping hipbumping record meant to be
listened to standing up.
Like lots of soul albums it
is not without social comment but it is also not
without soul.
Beat grinds
"Give The People What
They Want" is the first cut, a
freedom plea with the
grinding beat that brought
success to the O’Jays in their
recent hit "For The Love of
Money."
There is a trace of the
catchy Spinners’ rhythm in
Go
We
Did
"Where
Wrong?," another Side 1 cut
that gets in your head and
won’t go away.
The title song, "Survival,"
povirty,
of
screams
1 prejudice and man’s other
inhumanities to man.
Theme tired
It’s a tired theme but as
Long as the beat is good and

I.

the voices tuneful, who
really cares?
"Let Me Make Love To
You" is another traditional
plea, sugar-coated here in
flowing rhythm and smooth
harmonies. It’s the sort of
song that makes a listener
close his eyes and drift
away.
unbegins,
Side
2
fortunately, with a social
criticism whose self-pitying
undertones are not compensated for by its melody.
Rich get
It’s called "Rich Get
Richer" and is based on the
premise that "Sixteen
families control the world."
The Rockefellers and the
Vanderbilts get the shaft and
are said to "get rich off the
ghettos."
When the O’Jays get back
to their music and sing the
rollicking and sweet "Never
Break Us Up," one wishes
the
skip
would
they
philosophical comments and
concentrate on fluffy lyrics
with good beats.
The O’Jays found fame a
couple of years back with
-The Backstabbers," which
was followed by "For The
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Love of Money."
Album confirms
Their success and their
skill are well-established and
this album only serves to
confirm their appeal.
The upswing in soul is
insistent and monumental,
and the O’Jays are one of the
finest groups of their kind.
"Survival" is an album for
anyone who grooves on slick
professional souland it
even has something for
amateur politicians.

By Don Weber
Since "The Hobbit" by
J.R.R. Tolkien was first
published in 1937, millions of
readers of all ages have
delighted in the wondrous
lore of Middle Earth.
The book has stimulated
popular
language
and
culture, sparked one of the
great literary debates of the
century, and introduced
many people to the author’s
equally remarkable trilogy,
’’The Lord of the Rings."
And now, the story of Bilbo
Baggins’ perilous adventure
and initiation has been
recreated in vinyl.
Reading superb
Far from cheap opportunism, the recording is a
brilliant and true-to-Tolkien
adaptationan epic
achievement in itself for
having conveyed a classic so
well.
The boxed four -record
album, titled "The Hobbit,"
is a one-man dramatic
reading
by
Royal
Shakespeare Company actor
Nicol Williamson.
Williamson is superb
throughout the four-hour
recording as he assumes the
roles of more than 20 of the
story’s major characters.
His portrayal of the lisping
Gollum’s
hideous
and
pathetic multi-personality is
indeed "precious."
Flavor preserved
Although Williamson is a
master professional with

dozens of weighty acting
credentials, the most important thing that can be
said of his work with "The
Hobbit" is that he is a true
afficionado of the Tolkien
world.
Consequently, the flavor of
the book’s narrative writing
is very well-preserved.
Besides the proliferation of
Williamson’s voice, the only
other sounds on the album
are the strains of medieval

"The Hobbit" just before his
death in 1974, the most
dedicated of his fans are
likely to complain that the
recorded version’ is too
heavily edited from the
original.
But the editing job was
skillfully done.
The characters, moods
and events of Tolkien’s story
are remarkably intact.
Minor characters are
given their due, the storyline

’The recording is brilliant
true-to-Tolkien adaptation’

for -around $16" during
occasional classical record
sales; but even at a $5
discount, the recording is
bound to market slowly.
Will be heard
It’s possible, though, that
the album will eventually
reach a wide audience via
radio, since it was designed
for convenient serialization.
Elementary, high school
and college classrooms
provide another potential
outlet.
Despite its cost, the quality
of the adaptation is such that
it will be heard.
Hopefully, the album will
also serve as an inspiration
to those who seem to be
forever on the verge of a
Tolkien film adaptation.
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musicfully beautiful, but is virtually unbroken and
San Jose. Cali) 95126
275-9100
2954600
used sparingly for interludes even the pace of the original
and occasionally to accent is maintained.
Drawbacks minor
the narration.
However,
there
are
Succeeds without gimmicks
Harley Usill, who adapted drawbacks to the adaptation.
and directed the recording,
Listeners familiar and
should be. commended for unfamiliar with Middle
avoiding the use of sound Earth, will probably feel that
effects.
the recording lacks an ample
There are so many oc- description of the pint-sized,
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes it
casions in the story where furry-footed race of hobbits.
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
effects could’ve been emperson not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
Bilbo’s
evolution
in
ployed that Usill’s recording
loss of his driver’s license
character, though, remains
probably would have sufas integral to the recording
fered from either too much
FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
as it was to the book.
noise or too much inUsill and Williamson have
consistency.
HAVE BEEN INSURING
Williamson both done well in conveying
Certainly,
succeeds in the absence of Bilbo’s development from an
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
gimmicks.
unpromising, thoroughly
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
reticent novice into a hobbit
Might be complaints
Although
Tolkien of confidence and initiated
authorized the condensing of maturity.
For more information or a no hassle quote
Price a problem
call or come by...
The big problem with the
album is its unavoidable
high price.
Local record stores all list
"The Hobbit" in the $20 to
$22 range.
289-8681
_ _ 404 So. Third
Several store spokesmen
reported selling the album
(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)
Teaming up again on "My
Love For You" Donna and
Garcia spark the electricity
of this strong bluesy love
song.
Even with these successes
Keith’s
keyboard
and
playing one bad cut mars the
album.
"Woman Make You"
Friday, May 2, 2:30 p.m.
features Keith singing a
Open division; double elimination in 2 of 3 game matches.
Dylanesque folk-rock
number complete with girl
Prizes include trophies, free bowling & billiards.
choir back up.
Entry feeS1.50; no additional charge for games.
His voice unfortunately
sounds too thin and strained
Signups at the desk.
to be ignored in favor of the
lyrics.
However just like a child,
the album was worth the
labor.

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured

Keith and Donna

CAMPUS INSURANCE

conceive a baby
By Carson Mouser
The picture of the baby on
the album cover seems
especially appropriate for
Keith and Donna Godchaux’s
lastest release.
Like most children, the
album has some good, some
bad, and some borrowed.
The good in the album is
Donna Godchaux’s singing,
which
outshines
and
dominates all but three of the
cuts on the record.
Like
a
full -bodiedBurgundy her voice is deep
with a range that easily slips
from easy moving rock to a
capella spiritual with very
little strain.
Behind her Keith and
Jerry Garcia team up to
strike a fine balance of instrumentation filling in the
lyric voids with exquisite
keyboard
and
guitar
respectively.
Also performing on the
album are Denny Seiwedl on
drums, Chrissy Stewert on
bass, Merl Saunders on
organ, Bernard Purdie on
drums, John Kahn on bass,
Jim Brerton on drums and
Bill Wolf on bass.
Most of the cuts are
original Keith and Donna
pieces with the highlights of
the album "Sweet Baby,"
"My Love For You" and
-Who Was John?"
"Sweet Baby" is a mellow
rocking cut giving Donna’s
voice a vehicle to show off its
rich strength.
Garcia’s guitar does more
than back and fill as he
matches note for note her
strong sometimes aching
voice.
c
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SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR US
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There
is only one
Earth brand shoe The
perfect shoe for people
who stand on their feet all
day The shoe invented to
make walking and standing
rth easier
and more
comfortable.

Stay on campus three extra weeks in June
and you can pick up as many as 4 semester units.
Stay on campus all summer and you can earn up to 15 units.

June Session
Six -Week Session
August Session

June 2 - 20
June 23 - August 1
August 4 - August 22

Available wily at:

122 Stanford Shopping Center
Palo Alto 326-4600
M -T -W -S 9:30-6:00 Th-F 9:30-9:30

Summer Session ’75
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’CA’ weaves arts spectrum

( Spartan Dail,

arts

Bleld

ANCIENT TALEMargo Smith and Steven Johnson appear in "Gilgamesh."

’Lyric and Legend’

Weekend plays offered
Creative Associates, an
SJSU Theatre Arts group,
will present two repertory
plays this weekend.
"Gilgamesh," an ancient
tale of a Babylonian king,
and "Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and Living in

Paris," a musical, will be
performed Friday and
Saturday night in the Studio
Theatre.
The plays will be directed
by
Howard
Burman,
assistant
professor
of
Theatre Arts and Creative

Sue Kaufman
does it again
By Mary Edwards
Sue Kaufman fans have
another of her funny-serious
books to relax with.
The author "Diary of a
Mad Housewife" has come
out with another tale of the
psychological perils of being
a modern wife and mother,
and
"Falling
Bodies"
Doubleday, 270 pp.) is as
thoughtfully entertaining as
"Diary" was.
The nice thing about
Kaufman is that she makes
us feel so normalshe takes
all our doubts and foibles and
builds them into characters
that are instantly identifiable.
The reassuringly human
characters in "Falling
Bodies" are Emma Sohier, a
social worker in her mid-30s;
her husband Harold, an
editor-executive for a New
York book publisher; and
Benjy, their very bright,
very mature 11 -year-old son.
We join the Sohiers as
Emma is recovering from
what she calls her Rough
Yeara period during which
she must cope first with her
mother’s slow, painful death
and then with a mysterious
illness of her own.
After a long bout with an
FUO (Fever of Unknown
Origin) which leaves her
weak and anemic, Emma
comes home from the
hospital to find Harold and
behaving
Benjy
very
strangely.
Harold’s previously mild
has now
hypochondria
reached epidemic proportions, and he keeps secret
briefs and files on disease
and its prevention, not to
mention a bathroom full of
medicines and germicides.
Benjy, who before the
Rough Year had the usual
interests of a pre-adolescent,
now spends all his time

collecting slimy electrical
parts that he has assembled
into a somewhat ominouslooking bedroom collage.
And Emma’s struggles to
get herself and her family
back on its normal, happy
keel are made even more
difficult by their slightly
unstable,
extremely
resentful maid, Maria, who
was sent to them temporarily as a gift by Harold’s
domineering mother.
But gradually Emma
surprises herselfand
comforts usby surviving
one unnerving day at a time
and regaining at least her
own emotional bearings.
The scenario for "Falling
Bodies" is potentially very
depressing, and the book
does provoke many a serious
pause. But Kaufman’s fine
touch of hysteria and slight
exaggeration gives us a
comic perspective that
makes it all reassuringly
sane.
If Emma’s ability to
marshall her senses and
rebuild some semblance of
somewhat
order
is
romanticized (as, of course,
it is), it is comforting
nonetheless.
For although the puzzle
pieces fit together nicely as
they can only in fiction,
Kaufman takes care not to
make everything too neat.
Emma’s life is, at the end,
just as mixed up as each of
ours.
Kaufman’s easy balance of
irrationality and normalcy,
and humor and seriousness
makes her the kind of author
whose books quickly become
favorites.
We’ll have to wait and see
if "Falling Bodies" is turned
into a movie, as "Diary of a
Mad Housewife" was. It
would make an interesting
filmbut not as good as the
book.

Associates drama coordinator.
’Gilgamesh’’ was
discovered on clay tablets in
the 19th century and was
translated into English by
Herbert Mason.
"Jacques Brel," the
was
selection,
second
translated from the French
by Eric Blau and Mort
Schuman.
The cast will be the same
for both shows.
Tickets can be purchased
at the Theatre Box Office at
5th and San Fernando
streets. The cost is $1 for
students and $2 general
admission.
For more information, call
277-2777.

Browne set
to perform
Sunday eve
Recording artists Jackson
Browne and Phoebe Snow
will appear in concert
Sunday night at the San Jose
Center for the Performing
Arts.
Two shows are scheduled
beginning at 7 and 10 p.m.
Tickets priced at $5.50 and
$6.50 are available from the
San Jose Box Office.

By Mary Edwards
There’s a fierce fondness
And sense of pride in SJSU’s
theater Arts Department for
the 5-year -old Creative
\ ssociates, the inter-arts
group that offers students
and performers a wide range
of entertaining experience.
And there’a a very definite
feeling that the Creative
Associatesand its companion class, Arts of the 20th
Centuryis one of the most
valuable programs the
department has ever offered.
The two aspects of the
performing
programthe
group of CAs ( as they’re
often called ) and the
audience-participants in the
classare by all accounts so
closely interwoven that one
could not exist without the
other.
The program was started
in 1970 as an attempt to give
students the opportunity to
"experience the performing
arts," according to Howard
Burman, drama coordinator
and assistant professor of
Theater Arts.
Offers overview
The Arts of the 20th
Century class, which usually
averages an enrollment of
100-150 students, offers an
overview of the six major art
disciplines (dance, drama,
music, literature, film and
art), Burman said.
dance
Haws,
Carol
professor in charge of
coordinating the CA dance
unit, said the development of
the original philosophy of the
course took almost two
years.
"When you get people
from six different areas, it’s
hard to agree on what
something should bebut we
all agreed that the course
would be valueless without
actual performances."
The Creative Associates
group, she said, was conceived when the course was
conceived, and Burman
agrees.
"The class is why the (CA)
group is," Burman said.
"It’s the first place we
open."

A.C.T. offers
playwrite
fellowships
The
American
Conservatory Theatre will offer
three
West
Coast
playwrights a 31 -week
fellowship for the 1975-76
repertory season in San
Francisco.
Playwriting fellows are
given the opportunity to
work with theater company
in rehearsal and production
and observe the training of
professional performers.
Basis of selection will be
on playwriting samples,
letters of recommendation
and an evaluation of general
theatrical experience, according to an A.C.T. news
release.
Applications and Information are available from
Sandra Richards at A.C.T.,
450 Geary St., San Francisco.

Burman said the year-long
course is divided into two
areas of emphasis. One
semester is devoted to the
arts
non -performing
(literature, art and film),
and the second to the performing arts (dance, drama
and music).
Burman said the performing arts were scheduled
this year for the fall
nonand
semester,
performing arts are being
covered now. But, he said,
the schedule will be reversed
for the 1975-76 program to
give the CAs more time for
rehearsal.
Haws said the extra
rehearsal time is essential if
the present class schedule of
one live performance pet.
week is to be continued.
"We were killing ourselves
rehearsing," she said. "We
were doing the equivalent of
five or six ’1’2 -hour performances in one semester."
Credit received
Burman said the three
performing units of dance,
drama and music ( which
make up the Creative
Associates group) alternate
performances so that each
appears before the class
every three weeks.
CA members are chosen
by audition and receive two
units of credit. Many of those
selected are graduate or

advanced undergraduate
students, but Haws said that
she has had a lot of CAs who
weren’t dance majors.
Besides the class performances, the Creative
Associates tour throughout
the Bay Area and put on
main season productions,
one of which will open this
weekend.
A two-part production
called "Lyric and Legend"
will be presented this Friday
and Saturday by the CA
drama group. Burman said
this weekend’s show will be
made up of two one-act
plays"Gilgamesh" and
"Slice of Brel."
’Brel’ (selections from
"Jacques Brel is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris")
has been in our repertoire for
two years and is one of our
favorites," Burman said.
"It’s an intimate little
showyou come out of it
strong
a
very
with
philosophy of Brel and the
world."
" ’Gilgamesh’ is brand
new," Burman said. "The
play is a dramatization of an
ancient legend that’s very
possibly the oldest story
known to Western man."
some
said
Burman
scholars think the legend
was used as a basis for the
Bible since many of the
stories are almost identical
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Hunger In America
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Annual salaries begin at $10,000 plus benefits.

SNAIL

If you qualify, we’ll pay you $100 a month for the next two years
of school to continue your education, while earning a baccalaureate
degree of your choice and an officer’s commission through the
Army ROTC Program. Veteran benefits are in addition to the $100
allowance and you may also compete for a full scholarship.
Take a look at your future and compare it with Army ROTC.
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Today’s economic conditions project a decreasing civilian job market
in most technical and professional fields.
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This Is an award winning CBS documentary. It sposen
for the first time the fact that 10 million men, women
and children go hungry right here in the U.S....a place
where food is destroyed, milk dumped and farmers
paid not to plant in order to keep prices high.

Benefit concert
set for Saturday
"Spanish
Harlem
Revival" will be the theme of
a benefit dance-concert for
the Delancey Street Foundation scheduled for 9 p.m.
Saturday in San Francisco.
The benefit, to be held at
the California Hall on Polk
Street, will feature appearances by Mongo Santamaria and his orchestra.
the Joe Cuba sextet, Cal
Tjader, and Willie Bobo and
his band.
Proceeds from the danceconcert will be used for the
support of the Delancey
Street Foundation, a nonprofit organization founded
in 1971 by John Maher to help
ex-convicts, drug addicts,
alcoholics and other persons
seeking help, according to
foundation spokesman Dick
Clapp.
Tickets for the five-hour

"It’s like a ticket to a fine
arts lecture seriesevery
year the approach is a little
different."
She said all the participants in the program
class members, performers
and
teachersreceive
"enormous" benefits.
"It’s an exciting classthe
growth you see is fantastic. I
wouldn’t give that up for
anything."

in theme.
The Creative Associates’
dramatization was written
by Burman from a recent
translation of the epic poem,
and he said that he thinks
this will be the first time
Gilgannesh has ever been
presented.
Haws said she thinks the
variety of performances that
the Creative Associates offer
is "just fantastic."

Army ROTC. The more you
look at it, the better it looks.

Professor of Military Science
San Jose State University
Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall
Telephone (408) 277-2985
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Pfister not enough as netters lose

John Rosenfield

Hank Pfister

Tennis team favored
in PCAA tournament
The Spartan tennis team is
heavily favored to dethrone
Long Beach State University
as
PCAA
champion
tomorrow and Saturday at
the SJSU courts at South
Campus.
The conference tournament at 9 or 9:30 a.m.
tomorrow according to
Spartan coach and tourney

director Butch Krikorian.
Conference coaches will
meet tonight to determine
player seedings and times Of
individual matches.
Krikorian said that Hank
Pfister, expected to be the
No. 1 seed in the tourney, will
probably get a bye in the
first round and will see his
first action at about noon
tomorrow.

By Ross Farrow
"He’s very good; you can’t
take anything away from
him. But I’d like to play him
at my place."
That
was
Stanford
John
University’s
Whitlinger’s assessment of
Hank Pfister, SJSU’s and
possibly the nation’s No. 1
player, after Pfister beat
him three weeks ago in
Spartan Gym.
Whitlinger got his wish
Tuesday when the Spartans
traveled to Palo Alto for a rematch with the Cards, but
the results were the same.
Pfister
handled
the
defending
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association singles and
doubles champion, 6-4, 6-3,
but the Cards won the match,
5-4.
Other Spartan victors
were Andy Moffat in singles,
and teams of Pfister and Bob
Hansen, along with John
Hursh and Tim McNeil in
doubles.
Moffat beats Fisher
Moffat defeated Stanford’s
Chip Fisher, 6-3, 7-5; Pfister
and Hansen edged the team
of Mark Mitchell and Bill
Maze, 5-7, 7-5, 6-4; and Hursh
and McNeil beat Craig
Johnson and Fisher, 6-3, 3-6,
6-4.
"We feel very fortunate to
have beaten them," said
Stanford coach Dick Gould.
"San Jose really played us
tough."
Pfister came from behind
in the. first set by taking the
last three games. He broke
Whitlinger’s service twice.
Pfister let up in the second
set after taking a 4-0 lead. He
lost his own service when he
double faulted twice, but
break
came back
to
Whitlinger’s serve.
Whitlinger took the next
two games before Pfister put
him away.
"I played well in spots,"
said Pfister. "At times, when
I played well, I played as
well as I can play. I hit shots
when I needed them."
"He’s as good as they
come," Gould praised

singles," Moffat added.
Hansen loses heartbreaker
Although no one knew it at
the time, Hansen’s singles
loss to Bill Maze was a
pivotal difference in the
match.
Maze’s 5-2 triumph in the
tie-breaker of the third set
won him the match and
proved to be the difference in
team totals.
Hansen won the first two
points of the tie-breaker on
his own serves, and Maze
followed suit with his two
serves. But with Hansen
serving again, Maze broke
him with scores.
Maze clinched the win with
the final point on his own
serve.

Coach Butch Krikorian
Pfister. "Butch Krikorian,
SJSU coach) is handling him
very well as far as
development goes.
"He’s definitely one of the
best in the nation," Gould
added.
Pfister had nothing but
praise for his opponent.
"There’s a lot of pressure
on the guy," said Pfister.
"It’s harder to stay on top
than to get on top."
Pfister is convinced that
he has not seen Whitlinger at
his peak. "There is no doubt
in my mind, he’s the best
around," said Pfister.
"If Whitlinger played
(UCLA’s Billy) Martin and
both were at their peak
games, Whitlinger would
win," Pfister added.
Martin is rated the topranked amateur player in
the nation.
Despite Whitlinger’s loss
Tuesday, "he’s still a hell of
a guy and a hell of a player,"
said Pfister.
Moffat, at the No. 6
position on the team, came
up with one of his biggest
wins of the year in defeating

F

Steve Lopez

Golf, tennis flourish;
hackers invade sports
Without a doubt, television has been a tremendous plus for
sports. Two sports in particular, golf and tennis, have
benefited immensely from the recent plethora of TV
coverage.
Not only have the athletes and enterpreneurs of the two
sports prospered. The entire golf and tennis industries have
flourished, with equipment sales skyrocketing.
It wasn’t too long ago that both sports were looked upon by
many with less than favorable respect. Now many of those
same people are crowding the golf courses and tennis courts.
The result? Never before have so many hackers and
duffers fumbled and stumbled through any sports like they
have through golf and tennis. It’s as if a horde of spastics
from places unknown has invaded earth and zeroed in on the
two sports.
The reason is simple. Both sports look so simple on TV.
Especially golf. It appears as if absolutely no athletic ability
is required to hit the little white ball. It’s not even moving.
But of course, getting the ball to go where you want it to is
like getting a gorilla to wear a dress. Balls wing off the
clubhead every way except the right way.
It can get pretty embarassing on the first tee, with people
all around waiting to see the result of your unorthodox
warmup exercises and eventual swing.
But it’s not all that bad. You can stick your head in the

The
Spartan
Daily staff
congratulates
all
1974-75
honor
students

SPONSORED

divot after powering the ball three inches down the fairway.
Tennis is equally frustrating. The racket is so big and the
ball is so small, but getting the two to come together can be
an exercise in futility. The embarrassment reaches its peak
when you’ve weakly and harmlessly directed your umpteenth consecutive shot into the lower extremeties of the net.

Fisher.
"I played better than I had
been," said Moffat, a senior,
after his match. He indicated
one reason he played so well
might have been because
"this is the last ( dual) match
I’ll every play (in college).
"This is the first time I
ever beat Stanford in

Hursh, McNeil win
Hursh and McNeil were
extended to three sets in
their match with Johnson
and Fisher, but Hursh
considers the match "our
best win in doubles."
Pfister and Hansen split 75 sets with Mitchell and
Maze, but almost blew a 5-2
lead in the third set when the
Cards’ twosome won the next
two games.
But, thanks to two spectacular saves by Hansen on
the back line game, the
Spartan duo saved their
match.

Spartan Dall

sports]
In other matches, No. 2 Joe
Meyers was bombed by
Stanford’s Jim Delaney, 6-4,
6-2.
Hursh, before sparkling in
his doubles match, was not
so successful in singles,
falling to Mitchell, 6-2, 6-4.

HIMALAYA
ft IMPORTS

JV’s gain split
with 8-1 triumph
Steve Picone clubbed three
doubles and Jack DiCarlo hit
a two-run homer to salvage a
split of a double header for
the SJSU JV baseball squad
with St. Mary’s College
Tuesday.
After dropping an 8-1
decision at Spartan Field,
the two teams packed their
bags and went down the
street to Municipal Stadium,
where the Spartans upended
the Gaels, 8-1.
The Spartans scored four
times in the first inning of
the nightcap on a walk, an
error, a Picone double and
DiCarlo’s homer.
Picone just missed a grand
slam when his bases loaded

Select treasures from
around the world: clothing,
jewelry, and tapestries.
Featuring authentic arti- facts from 43 different
countries. Each item is
specially selected for orig,
nality, quality,and superb
workmanship.

Discount with Student
Body Card and Ad.

double hit the left center
field fence on the fly.
Kirk Brown hurled a threehitter for the win.
Four unearned runs on
three "crucial" errors,
according to coach Sam
Piraro, proved to be the
Spartans’ undoing in the
opener.
After playing at San
Francisco University next
Tuesday in a non-league twin
bill and hosting Gavilan
College next Thursday, the
Spartans will attempt to gain
second place in the Bay Avea
Collegiate League May 10
when they travel to USF for
a twin bill.

93 South Central Ave. #126
The Factory
Campbell, CA. 95008
374-6163

Look closely at what you get in a
pair of Scholl sandals. Its called value.
Value means more for your money. It means long lasting, quality materials, fine
craftsmanship and a comfortable, patented product.
What’s more, Scholl sandals are versatile. Because they look terrific with almost anything
jeans, dresses, shorts, whateverthey do the job of a whole wardrobe of regular shoes.’
That’s added value.
Add it all up. And step into the comfortable lifein Scholl sandals.

And usually, as you’re standing there feeling about as
athletic as a tree trunk, some hot shot little kid races over
and whips a wicked backhand shot cross court.
It sort of makes you feel like taking up something simple
like chewing gum.
Patented slide buckle
Easy-adjust for better fit.
Distinctive design for style.

The only, thing funnier than the meager attempts at
mediocrity in the two sports, is the meager arrd often times
futile attempt at getting a chance to play either.
Golf courses and tennis courts everywhere are flooded. The
headaches seem hardly worth the one or two shots hit with
any semblance of authority and know how.

McNeil, playing No. 5, lost
to Johnson, 6-3, 2-6, 6-2, and
the No. 1 doubles team of
Meyers and Moffat was
beaten
soundly
by
Whitlinger and Delaney,
defending NCAA doubles
champs, 6-1, 6-3.

Longer lasting beechwoodPolished,
seasoned European
beechwood. Tough, to
resist chipping and
cracking, yet smooth and
sculpted to caress your
feet.

Gortuino leather strap
In a choice of colors:
red, white, blue or bone.

But people keep trying, and will continue to do so.
Both sports look simple and don’t require that you be 6-f oot6, 240 pounds, run 100 yards in nine second or block the shots
of a seven-foot pygmy.
They simply require that you be willing to endure a lengthy
period of embarrassing, humiliating, self-defeating and egoshattering failure.
There are many masochists around these days.

EARTH
DAY

Tough, non-skid outer
sole R ugged, secure
and reliable.

R‘I REC. 97

TOMORROW
11:30 - 2:30
ROTC - HOCKEY FIELD
FRISBEES
k

0, 1

EARTH BALL

06110

Suede leather lining
Foam padded to help
prevent chafing, add even
greater comfort.

01975, Scholl, Inc.

Exclusive toe grip
Designed by Scholl to
encourage toe -gripping
action while the big toe
rests comfortably,
naturally, as if walking
barefoot on sand.

The original Exercise Sandals
Better than barefoot.
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Track shorts

Baseballers
foul out
on fielding

Schilling unbeaten in duals
By Nick Nasch
Junior Mark Schilling ran
his fifth double at SJSU last
against
the
Saturday
University of Washington
taking both the 880-yard run
and mile.
He is still undefeated in 23
dual meet races as a
Spartan.
"There’s got to be some
element of luck in it if I can
go three years without
losing," he said.
III
The Spartan pole vault trio
of Dan Ripley, Roger Martin
and Larry Johnson is
probably the second best
collegiate pole vaulting trio.
Ripley has done 17 feet 8
this season, Martin and
Johnson have both done 16
feet VI.
Only UCLA with Ron
Mooers, Mike Tully and Tim
Curran has a better vault
trio.
Mooers and Tully are 17
feet 6 plus vaulters and
Curran has done at least 16
feet 7.
S.,
Dual meet action for the
year is over with the Spartans going 8-1, their best
winning percentage since the
1973 team went undefeated in
six dual meets.

Fielding hasn’t been of the
problems of the SJSU
baseball team this year.
The Spartans 120.18) are
the second best fielding team
in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
But three errors in one
inning opened the gates for
St. Mary’s to score a 5-3 nonleague will over SJSU
Tuesday night in Municipal
Stadium.
The Spartans were leading
1-0 going into the top of the
third inning. But three errors
coupled with a single
produced three runs for the
Gaels, who never trailed
again.
"St. Mary’s is a running
team," said coach Gene
Menges," And they like to
take chances. We responded
to that by making bad
throws."
The Gaels put the game
out of reach with two runs in
the fifth off starter and loser
Don Orndorff (1-1).
Tom Henningson, playing
third base Tuesday, drove in
two runs in the bottom of the
fifth, but that was the
Spartans’ last gasp.
Outfielder Rich Guardino
collected two hits in four
trips for the Spartans and
first sacker Dave lus lashed
a triple as SJSU’s hitting
continues to improve.
But the real key for SJSU’s
hopes in the PCAA title race
will ,be its seasoned pitching
staff. ’Fresno State entertains the Spartans in a
single game Friday night
and in a twin-bill Saturday.
Menges’ team is 7-5 in
league and only one game
behind leader Cal State

Pete I’fbiA

WINNING
Jost slides
run in the
SJSU’s 1-0

RUNSpartan shortstop Dave
safely home with the winning
bottom of the 10th inning in
win over the University of Pa -

Fullerton ( 10-4) in the loss
column.
The Spartans took two of
three from Fresno State
earlier this year in San Jose,
winning twice, 4-3, and losing
the final game, 2-0.
With a three game series

cific Saturday afternoon. Jost is one of the
Spartan’s leading hitters at .323 and is also
a defensive stalwart.

ending the season next
weekend against Fullerton,
the Spartans need to keep
close by beating Fresno
State.
"We definitely need to win
two out of three (VS.
Fresno)," said Menges,

But we sure would like to
sweep them."
Menges nominated ace
Jeff Gingrich as his starter
Friday night and Steve
Gordon -Forbes and Pat
O’Brien as his starters
Saturday.

Perspective

Happy Warriors may trade
for Storm in’ Norm Van Lier

It will be interesting to see
how the dual meet rankings
by Track and Field News,
the "Bible" of the sport, rate
the Spartans.
Pre-season rankings had
SJSU sixth in the nation.
It faced two of the teams
ranked in the top 10.
UCLA (ranked No. 1) beat
the Spartans, 93-61.
SJSU defeated ninthof
University
ranked
Washington, 73-72, and
mention
honorable
Washington State University, 79-75.

the new rule may affect
sprinters subconsciously.
"They may not think that
this rule affects them. But in
the back of their minds it has
to," he said.
Junior Bruce Smiley, who
runs the sprints and is on the
440-yard relay team, said the
he thinks the rule has not
affected times.
"Some people try to anticipate the gun and get off to
a good start, but the good
sprinters can just lay back
and win on their ability,"
Smiley said.
S..
The Pacific Coast Athletic
( PCAA)
Association
championship meet will be
held here May 16-17.

watch during the course of a
meet.
Bullard tries to keep an
eye on all events, but he
seems to usually wind up
near the pole vault, belying
the fact, that he vaulted for
USC in the late 1950s.
In charge of the distance
crew, Riggs can be found on
the side of the track furthest
from the crowd exhorting his
charges.
Riggs outraces everybody
and is uaually first to
congratulate a Spartan after
a race or field event.
Sprint coach Livers is
more subdued, sauntering
around the field with a smile,
hello and has a wave for
everyone.

SJSU has to rate as a
heavy favorite to win the
team title.
In statistics released by
the PCAA Spartans have the
best marks in 12 of the 19
events listed.
S..

Triple jumper Ron Livers,
younger brother of Larry,
went undefeated in the event
this season.
Additionally he only lost
twice in the high jump, and
set school records in both
events.
Ron triple-jumped 53 feet
113/4 and high jumped 7 feet

But even though they act
differently, at a meet,
Bullard, Riggs and Livers
did orchestrate the Spartans
to a successful, exciting dual
meet season.

Activities
Backpacking
Camping
Beaching
Art
Mini-thons
Marathons

00111
III case anyone wondered
why the sprint times have
been slower this season, the
new false start rule may be
the answer.
In past seasons a runner
could jump the gun once and
still be in a race.
Not this season, for now
it’s "one-false-start-and you’re-out."
1.ivers said that he thinks

Group Awareness Sessions Thru Transactional Analysis and Gestalt Now Forming.
Sessions Held In The Mountains, At The
Beach, Other Interesting Locations and
At The Center In San Jose. Call 243-7900.

We’ve Moved.
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Darkroom Supplies
’ Kodak & lifffrif

Expert Camera Repairs
Ernie Bullard, head track
coach, and his assistants,
Don Riggs and Larry Livers,
are an interesting trio to

Camera Electronic Service
171 S 3rd St., S J

Dan Bertellotti
Even with the Golden State Warriors enjoying one of their
best seasons in recent history, there are trade talks persisting about the team.
Strong rumors keep emanating from of all places, Chicago,
that Norm Van Lier will be traded west to the Warriors.
Golden State is presently embroiled in a seven-game series
to determine the Western Conference Champion of the
National Basketball Association with the Chicago Bulls.
After new General Manager Dick Vertlieb completely
changed the image of the Warriors by signing draft picks who
actually know what a basketball is used for, the Warriors
may still be trying to change things.
In recent years the Warriors have drafted such people as
Cryil Baptiste, Kevin Joyce and former SJSU eager Darnell
Hillman.
Baptiste wasn’t completely over a bout with drugs and both
Joyce and Hillman signed with the American Basketball
Association.
And they also have had such poop-outs on their roster as
Dale "Twinkletoes" Schleuter, Dave "Big Daddy" Lattin
and Bob Portman.
But this year people like Charlie Dudley, Phil Smith, Steve
Bracey and Frank Kendrick (before being cut for veteran
Bill Bridges) weren’t expected to be of that much help.
Those people along with the NBA Rookie-of-the-Year,
Keith Wilkes, and holdovers Rick Barry, Butch Beard,
Charlie Johnson and Jeff Mullins made the Warriors a team
to be reckoned with.
Perhaps the key to the season was when Vertlieb decided to
hurt the hearts of many fans by trading the personable Nate
Thurmond, considered by many the best defensive center in
the NBA in his prime, for Clifford Ray.
Ray has been the catalyst of a scrappy never-say-die team.

Liang finishes fifth
in ping pang finals
Richard Liang, SJSU
senior, took fifth in the intercollegiate table tennis
national championships last
weekend ir. LaCrosse, Wis.
Competing against 23
others, Liang went 5-3 in
matches.

Liang said that at least 10
of the top 20 U.S. table tennis
players were at the tournament held on the LaCrosse
campus of the University of
Washington.
The Spartan said he ranks
in the top 100 of the nation.

ANCHOR STEAM BEER
Submarines from .950

I

THE INTERLUDE
COCKTAILS PITCHER BEER
Happy Hour from 4-6 PM
Music Pool TV Fun
Corner 3rd & Santa Clara

Ile gives 150 per cent the whole tune lie is in the game. His
backup George Johnson is the best second center in the
league.
Johnson’s play in the final playoff game vs. Seattle and the
First game vs. Chicago ( won by GS, 107-89 in Oakland) was
superb. Both opposing coaches, Bill Russell of Seattle and
Dick Motta of Chicago, alluded to that fact.
But even with one of the youngest teams in the NBA, the
Warriors are still looking to improve.
Van Lier’s forte is defense. All over the court. Beard is the
best defensive guard the Warriors presently have, and he
fouls too much.
Stormin’ Norman, as he’s called, is a tenacious defender
who is constantly sliding around on the floor for loose balls.
His offense is off and on, but with people like Barry and
Wilkes at forward, he wouldn’t have to score that much.
But when discussing Van Lier, the subject of his temper
has to come up.
Van Lier is famous throughout the NBA for his tirades
against fans, officials and opponents. He has spat on officials,
thrown chairs and gone up into the crowd after fans.
But Norm has calmed down somewhat and has openly
admitted in several interviews that he would like to come
west.
In a recent interview with the San Mateo Times, he said
that he wanted to be traded to a team that runs like the
Warriors or Boston.
He has also said that he likes the Bay Area very much and
the Warriors have expressed interest in Van Lier, although
not formally.
If the Warriors could keep Van I.ier’s mouth closed for 75
per cent of the time, he would be a valuable asset and could
really help the young team.

Now in paperback!
The great, extraordinary,
marvelous
bestseller

We’ll get you to
Europe this year
one way
or another.
If you thought higher air tares %sere
going to cheat you out of your summer in
Europe. we’ve got good news.
You don’t haw to haw a lot of
money to get to Europe on Pan Am.
Not if you take advantage of our
Youth Fares.
And to take advantage of our Budget
Fares you need ewn less money.

Youth Fares

It you’re het wet.. n the ages ot 12 and
21. and you want to roam around Europe
for a few days or a few months (hut not
more than a year). pick your departure
date and give us your name.
Your seat may only he reserved 5
days or less before the departure date.
We have Youth Fares to cities all owr
Europe. Here are a few examples.
From San Francisco round trip to:
London. 5665: Frankfurt. 5679:
Copenhagen. 5679: Amsterdam. S673.
Fares are slightly lower in May.
These fares are valid for trawl June. July.
and Augua.

Budget Fares
No matter what your age. ii you’re
planning to spend between 22 and 45 days

in Furope. :ill you have to do is make your
reservations and m for your tiCket at
!cast 2 nit tighs lvtorr your scheduled
depart t ire date. (Thu can make reservations
even earlier and since seats are limited
it s,i good idea. )
It you haye to cancel or change
reservations lx-tore you start your trip
(atter a trip has begun. no change in .
rtscr at ions is permitted). the most vou can
lose is IO":, or SSD. Miamr is higber.
In limited circumstances. you’ll get all your
mono hack.
We have Budget Fares to cities all
over Europe. I lure are a few examples.
Fr( im San Francisco round trip to:
IAIndon. S5-1): FrankItirt. S(1.11:
Colvnhagen. srt I : Amsterdam. 5611.
These Budget Fares apply to flights
leas init lvt wren June I and August 31.
After that. the fares are even lower.
If you leave on a Friday or Saturday.
or return on a Saturday or Sunday. add S 15
each was to the fare.
For fares to other European cities
or from other U.S. cities. contact your
trawl agent.

FlioNNF ANL

See your travel agent.
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’Minor’ sports fighting for recognition, funds
By Mike Garcia
But when other schools offer
The same school year the them full rides ( the total cost
SJSU football team flew to of attending college), and I
Hawaii, coaches of two can’t...
"minor" SJSU sports were
"In our own conference
trying to compete 011 Fullerton gives six $1,400
collegiate levels but with scholarships.
high school-size budgets.
"UCLA gives 19 full rides
Coach Terry Kerr of the and they’re No. 2 in the
wrestling team, and Rich state."
Chew, coach of the men’s
"AS. (Associated Student
gymnastics team, head Body) has funded us $2,500 to
programs pushed out of the use any way I want. That
spotlight
by
football, comes out to grants-in-aid
basketball and track. And for 11 guys, not much more
what is happening to them is than tuition and fees."
happening to other "minor"
Chew has the same
sports across the country. finaical problems.
Both Kerr and Chew face
"We get $4,900 from
the task of competing for A.S.for operational expenses
national attention and and $1,350 from Spartan
without budgets that allow Foundation for grants-infor recruiting of top talent aid." Chew said.
and for travel expenses.
Raising funds
Budget the same
Spartan
Foundation
"Traditionally,
sports handles funds raised for
have been funded on the SJSU sports by 150 volunbasis of what’s been funded teers from the school and
in the past," Kerr said. "We alumni. Funds are usually
have the same budget as 10 earmarked for a specific
years ago though our sport by the contributor.
schedule has doubled and Kerr is one of the volunteers.
there are three times as
But Chew said the grants
many athletes.
are not enough to provide
"It ( funding) makes all the incentive for coming to SJSU
difference in the world in and the ASB money is not
recruiting. I’ve talked to enough for post -season
several high school and travel.
junior college champions.
"We don’t have enough
They liked the program and money for new uniforms or
the school. They liked me. to buy major pieces of

Richard Chew
equipment. We’re given only
$250 for equipment and
supplies, and supplies eat all
of that up.
"All of our guys receiving
grants are also working.
"But it was worse before I
got here. There was no
money at all coming from
the foundation.
"But we still can’t compete with schools like Cal
UC Berkeley) and Stanford.
Cal, for instance, gives out 10
;till rides."
UC Berkeley was ranked

fifth in the nation this year
Buying bodies
"I’m in the business of
buying bodies,’ Chew joked.
"If we could give six $500
grants than we could be
more competitive. The
better talent is in the Los
Angeles area and we have to
be able to offer them
something."
"I know the student body is
pressed for funds. But AS.
will have to raise fees
because as it is now, the only
way for my budget to be
enlarged is if another
program is cut back."
Balancing the budget is a
challenge for Kerr.
"The job (coaching) is a
fight for the program and for
recognition," Kerr said.
Kerr receives $250 a month
for coaching; his assistant,
his brother Tim, gets $90.
Both are graduate students.
Terry Kerr said he couldn’t
survive if his wife wasn’t
working and if he wasn’t
teaching part time.
Not optimistic
But he’s not overly optimistic about his future.
"I might not be teaching
next year," Terry said.
Although he’s given only
one-year contracts, he’s not
worried about losing his
coaching job.
"They can’t afford to bring

Terry Kerr
in anyone of his caliber for
$250," Tim said.
It is not for money that
star athletes come to SJSU,
all agreed.
"Most of our guys realize
what this guy (Terry’s) got
to offer," Tim said.
"We sell them the school
first and the program
second. When they get here
we try to get them part-time
jobs," Chew said.
Both Chew and Kerr could
go to junior colleges and
become full time physical

education instructors, but
they both reject the idea.
"I like the four-year level
best, but I may be forced to
go (to junior college)," Kerr
said.
"If I really was interested
in money I would still be a
janitor. I was even making
more money as a graduate
student," Chew said.
Chew gets $3,100 a year for
coaching. He is also a parttime instructor. His wife
works part time.
He’s everything
"The women’s gymnastics
team has a full-time coach
and assistant. I’m it. I’m the
janitor, I report the scores to
the Mercury, I handle
everything at home meets
fri.,),1 programs to equipment," Chew said.
"Two years ago the
student body officers were
very anti-sports. It makes it
very hard to plan programs
when things change from
year to year. So we have to
do something for ourselves."
lack of traveling money
has hurt Kerr’s squad.
"We have to throw guys on
sleeping bags on away trips
and it scares me to hell
leaving right after an away
meet. We have to drive in at
three in the morning while
other teams can afford to
fly," Kerr said.

Little traveling money can
mean small chance of
receiving national attention.
"As PCAA champion) we
could have sent a full team
1101 to the (National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association regionals but
we were only given enough
funds for five." Kerr said.
Other schools have solved
their financial woes by
elimating "minor" sports.
Only four PCAA schools
have wrestling teams and
only three have gymnastics
teams.
Wealthy affected
The rich have also been
effected. Stanford recently
debated
eliminating
wrestling and gymnastics.
Wrestling coach Joe DeMeo
has tried to raise funds and

increase home attendance
through various means.
"We’ve tried anything and
everything to get fans,"
DeMeo said. Some attention
getters have been free
popcorn, the Dollies (of
which SJSU has its own
version), and the Red Vest
Band at meets.
"We were going to have
free beer but we thought it
over," DeMeo quipped. One
of the wrestlers even painted
two murals in the gym.
But as long as A.S. and the
Spartan Foundation continue
to fund athletics in their
present manner, every year
for Chew, Kerr and other
coaches of "minor" sports
will be lean years.

Vlastelica not qualified to comment on problems’

Foreign student views mixed on ’split’ charge
Taking a contrary view, Ron Ronen of Israel, said he
belly dancing misrepresented Mideast culture.
By Armand Ghieuw
)elieves foreign students should get not get into politics if
Lawrence Lau of the 100-member Chinese Student
Some foreign students have expressed mixed reactions to
hey do not intend to stay in this country.
recent comments made by Lea Vlastelica, director of the Association (CSA) said OAS was "forced to accept, short of
"You cannot apply your way of life and thinking to another
Community Committee for International Students (CCIS). withdrawal, the decision of the International Evening
cultural situation," said Ronen.
The Daily, on April 18, reported Vlastelica’s charge of a Committee to include belly dancing."
A senior in industrial engineering, Ronen said Arab
Vlastelica labeled "conservative"
breakdown in the rapport between SJSU foreign students and
Lau called Vlastelica a "conservative" for attacking the students who enjoy free speech in the United States "are
the surrounding community.
trying to enlist Americans’ support to fight their countries’
Vitthal Bhakta of the Indian Students Association said the Arab students.
Lau, vice president of CSA, said "One cannot put all faults leadership."
CCIS director, "is not qualified to comment on the intraBy Americans’ support, Bonen said he was referring to
on the OAS and ISA.
organization problems of the Arab and Iranian groups."
"Americans should recognize that Third World students such groups as the local Young Socialist Alliance, Chicanos
"If there are any internal disputes within the OAS
and other Third World students.
(Organisation of Arab Students) and ISA (Iranian Students are increasingly struggling for their rights," Lau said.
"While Arab students have the freedom to transplant their
Lau, a senior in electrical engineering, observed that the
Association), it should be left to the spokesmen of the
lessening of community support for foreign students here is battle over here," Ronen claimed, "they don’t have the right
organizations to say," Bhakta said.
due to inflation and the "lack of understanding by some to do it."
"Split" defined
Bhakta, past chairman of, the Intercultrual Steering Americans of the foreign student’s role."
Wong Yoong Khiang, public relations junior from
Committee (ICSC), noted that the spit within ICSC is between
Singapore, noted, "Americans tend to look at foreign
cultural-oriented and political-oriented groups.
"During last year’s International Night, there was also a students as a homogeneous group."
"That’s funny because some foreign students are as
difference opinion among ICSC members as to whether we
should have had a belly dancer included in the programs," foreign to me as some Americans are," he said.
"If people start looking at foreign students in this campus
said Bhakta.
"While most of us were for the belly dancer," Bhakta as a single group," Khiang pointed out, "the United Nations
explained, "we yielded to OAS request to have it scratched. would be in pretty good shape."
Politics promp attacks
"What OAS did was to replace the belly dancer with a
"Because ISA and OAS are involed in politics," Mang
revolutionary song," Bhakta said.
"If you advertise a show as being cultural," the senior in said, "they have become the most visible groups, susceptible
physics said, "the audience should get culturenot politics." to attacks on campus,."
According to Khiang, "Each foreign student has as much
This year’s International Evening, co-sponsored by CCIS
right under the democratic process as an American student
and I(SC, included a belly dancer.
The OAS boycotted the evening because it charged the to speak out."

Bleak summer lob prospects
forecast by career officers
By Mike Switzer
economic
the
"With
situation, we just aren’t
going to have the summer
jobs we had last year," were
the bleak words of warning
from Margaret Wilkes,
coordinator of summer internship programs for
SJSU’s career placement
center.
Wilkes said the center has
received between 200 and 300
jobs since their push began
last February.
Last year they received
more than 950 summer jobs.
the
Because
spring semester is ending in
late May, Wilkes said,
students will have a slight
jump on competing college
and high school students for

summer jobs.
Wilkes warned this jump is
not going to help in all industries.
She said the canneries,
which hire for summer
employment, don’t start
their season until July 1, and
run until late September.
SJSU’s fall semester
begins on Sept. 4, forcing
students to quit work before
the season is over.
Wilkes said it is never too
early to begin looking for a
summer job.
She suggested students
who will be looking for jobs
for the summer of 1976
should begin looking in Sept.
1975.
Most federal jobs require
initial applications to be sent

in by mid-December,
high school students each
City jobs, usually with the summer.
recreation
The
department,
employment
require applications to be Development Department, a
turned in by mid-March, she state agency, helps people of
said.
all ages to locate work, but
There are other agencies does not focus on summer
which help students locate employment.
summer employment.
The Career Planning and
The Santa Clara Valley Placement center posts all of
Youth Employment Service the jobs they receive in their
finds jobs for 800 college and office in Building AA.

THIS IS THE SPECIAL EMOTION of People Beginning Their
Lives Together. It only happens once. That’s why Petersen &
Bishop believes in natural wedding Photography. VVerm. Sensitive. And creative. It means feelings you can really feel., and
emotions that match the uniqueness of your life together. We
think wedding photography is an art. If you’re planning to
marry this year, see the natural wedding photography at Petersen & Bishop Photography. Summer dates are still mailable

Petersen & Bishop Photography
438 N Santa Cruz ave. Los Gatos 3 54 2 51 3

3rd AN
SMOK
A-TH
MAY 2, 3, 4
The Bruyere Shoppe
in Pruneyard
Shopping Plaza

On May 2, 3, and 4 The Bruyere
Shoppe will present its 3rd Annual
Parade of Pipes and Smoking Contest.
World renowned pipes such as Larsen,
Karl Erik, SvenLar, Jobey, Micoli,
Soren and Woolsey will be shown.

SILVA

NEED A
TRAILER?
TRUCKS, PICK UPS,
LARGE VANS

SINCE 1936

Readily available on short notice
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
78 S. 4thClose to SJSU Library

The rules of the contest are quite simple:
Every smoker gets 3,3 grams of tobacco,
two wooden matches, and a tamper. Each
contestant has 1 minute to light their
pipe. They can only use the two wooden
matches provided.

FACULTY/STAFF-STUDENT BOWLING TOURNEY
Sunday, May 4, 1:00 pm

The object: to see who can keep their pipe
lit the longest. A weekend of fun for all.
Give us a call to get all the details. Or better
yet, stop by and see us.

Two persons per team (at least one
must be a faculty/staff member).
Bowl 4 games, handicap (100 % of
200).
Prizes include 10 tickets to the Ice
Follies (at the Oakland Coliseum)
trophies, free games & much more.

Entry-84.00 per team; signups at the desk

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA 277-3226

THE BIWYERE Silo) PPE
"In the Pruneyard"

371-6840
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Vietnam
Professor tells of U.S. involvement against communism
By Robin McNabb
The proverbial -light at
the end of the tunnel" grew
dimmer as American involvement in South Vietnam
progressed, according to Dr.
Claude Buss, professor of
history.
In a recent interview. Buss
chronicled U.S. involvement
in Indochina and detailed
some events which led to the
communist takeover.

Those first overtures were
based on footing the bill of
the French effort to regain
what once was their colonial

ferent government leaders,
Buss said.
Buss said he was skeptical
about the role placed by the

Diem’s regime failed to
work, however, because of
growing "anti-government
opposition from the North
Vietnamese and the Viet
Cong," he added.

the
United States in
assasination of Diem, but
refused to elaborate on the
point.
of
the
Regardless
assasination, he continued,
the United States felt optimistic that the situation in
the South would be brought

According to Buss, the
swell of opposition to Diem’s
government was the main
reason why the United States
increased military aid to the
South.

"The United States had no
idea that containing communism would cost so
much," said Buss, who
teaches "U.S. Policy in
Asia."
"But based on the fear that
communism would spread in
continued,
he
Asia,"
"America intervened in
South Vietnam first with the
French, and later became
more entrenched at the
beginning of the Korean
War."

back Diem, an anticommunist, on the condition
that he would create a
democratic government in
the South, Buss said.

Claude Buss
possession, Buss said.
"But that ended with the
French defeat at Dien-bienphu in 1954," said Buss,
"which left the United States
with only one alternative.
"The only course open to
America then was to support
Ngo Dinh Diem or Ho Chi
Minh," he said.
The United States chose to

"President Kennedy knew,
however, that this aid was
going to waste because of
political leaership in the
country," Buss said.
Kennedy calls for leadership
Because of this, said Buss,
"Kennedy called for new
leadership in the South that
could provide a viable
government."
Diem’s
assasination
followed Kennedy’s plea,
which ushered in a two-year
interim in the South of dif-

war began in earnest, Buss
said.
At that time, the United
States felt the North Vietnamese were attacking the
South, which was perceived
by American as struggling to
gain a sense of democratic
government, Buss said.
For the next four years,
1964-68, America persuaded
her allies to join in the fight
for the preservation of a

’Turning point in U.S. atitude
came with ’68 Tet offensive’
under control.
"This was embarrasing,"
said Buss, "because even
though the United States had
begun sending advisers, the
anti-government movement
was getting stronger."
Then, with the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution, in which
Congress granted more
power
in
presidential
Vietnam, escalation of the

"free South," Buss said.
Troop level escalated
During this period, the
United States escalated its
troop level to 500,000 before
noticing the war’s cost in
lives and the ineffectiveness
of policy there, Buss said.
"That’s when we began to
examine our motives," said
Buss, "but the real turning

Ailing economy blamed on war in Asia
U.S.
economic
involvement in Vietnam is a
direct link to current inflation and unemployment,
according to four recently
interviewed SJSU economics
professors.
"Because of economic
involvement in Vietnam the
U.S. government is faced
with problems," said Dr.
assistant
Betty
Chu,
professor of economics.
Chu said the current high
unemployment rate can be
partially traced to the
"expansion of the labor force
during the war."
The reason for this expansion was the growth of
war -related industries
during the peak war years,
Chu said.
"During the ’60s, unemployment was three to four
per cent, which was considered full-employment by
the government," Chu said.
She said unemployment
began to rise with the decline

of war -related industrial
output as American involvement in Vietnam
decelerated.
Chu said the demand for
goods and services during
the war could be considered
a contribution to today’s
inflation.
"The war economy drove

of the mflationary spiral of
the peak war years.
Prices climbed
This occured because the
price of raw materials and
labor increased during the
acceleration of the U.S.
economy, which was in high
gear as it met the demand of
waging war.

’U.S. imperialistic involvement
in Vietnam’ produced inflation
wage and price levels up in
all industries to create a
demand-pull inflation," she
said.
Though more people were
employed during the war,
they were making products
that could not be consumed
by the economy, Chu said.
She said during the early
’70s, "cost-push inflation"
followed closely on the heels

Minority plan
to lose funds

Because of the economic
structure that was built upon
the "war-related industrial
output," the present inflation
won’t subside easily, Chu
said.
"Industry must look at
their costs and if they aren’t
increasing they shouldn’t be
allowed further price increases by
regulatory
agencies," she said.
Chu said
should not
spending
benefit
economy.

the United States
engage in deficit
that would not
the
domestic

"A lot of foreign aid for
military purposes, such as
that proposed for Vietnam,
doesn’t recycle in this
country’s economy and
would only add to inflation,"
she said.

the war-torn country.
"Though economic involvement in Vietnam was
not initially important, it
soon became very heavy,"
Dowd said.
Economy boosted
"The
U.S.
economy
benefited from the $150
billion stimulant it received
when the country geared
itself to production of
military hardware, Dowd
said.
Though the economy may
have profited from the
stimulant, said Dowd, it is
suffering now from inflation
which can be attributed to
economic involvement in
Vietnam.
Dr. Marvin Lee, professor
said,
economics,
of
"Whatever we obscured
ourselves from economically
in Vietnam, we are suffering
from now.
"We were locked in
economically in Vietnam
because more and more
people were dependent on
war-related jobs," Lee said.
Lee said U.S. involvement
in the war may have caused
the gross national product to
rise but it also caused
"social retribution against
the government."

By Cheryl Downey
Project 75, a program to increase minority enrollment in
People deceived
medical schools, will no longer be funded as of June 30 this
"The government didn’t
year and may have to use volunteers to continue its tutorial
level with the people over the
services here.
Dr.
Douglas
Dowd, economic costs of the war,"
The $5 million nationwide program helped increase
economics
lecturer,
said,
Lee charged.
minority enrollment in medical schools from 4.2 per cent in
1970 to 9.2 per cent as of Fall 1974, according to Sandra "United States involvement
"For 20 years we have
in
Vietnam
is
the
conHibler, Pacific Coast regional director for Project 75.
been producing products
The five-year program started in 1970 to try to discover, sequence and cause of in- that
we don’t need and
develop and sustain interest in medicine among black, flation on a global scale."
because we were politically
Chicano, Native American and Puerto Rican students.
Dowd said, "U.S. im- set back in Vietnam, the
Originally financed by the Sloan Foundation, the program perialistic involvement
in voice of the people is now
aimed for 12 to 15 per cent minorities in medical schools by Vietnam" preceded
U.S. against military produc1975.
economic entanglement in tion," Lee said.
Need for Project
Although the funds run out this year, Hibler said, "We feel
there is a need for Project 75 to continue."
Hibler, in a telephone interview from Los Angeles, said
Wirle4,416
Project 75 is seeking federal funds but there has been no word
on the progress of the applications.
IIANCE
St. Saffold, associate dean of student services who provides
administrative coordination for Project 75 on campus,
OONCE
suggested that volunteers or campus funding might be
’Direct fron).Vert’ Ork:
sought to keep the program at SJSU going.
"More students should take advantage of it (the
program)," commented Latanya Broussard, student
coordinator for the SJSU Project 75, operating since 1974.
EhN ) to lEgniA::=
Counseling offered
Broussard, a health science junior who has coordinated the
THEJOE ta rillA
program since January, explained that the counseling and
tutoring offered by Project 75 is available to any minority
student taking science or math courses at SJSU or an area
school that doesn’t have Project 75.
Broussard said the five paid students, recruited from
scientific majors, tutor from 12 to 15 students a week.
Although these are mainly SJSU students, some come from
’FINAL SET :’EVEKVOSE.IAMS !
De Anza, Foothill and San Jose City Colleges to be tutored,
Salualgr,.1k1.3, ylo 2 , tidifomia Mil ,625 Mk’
she added.
tbr’lk- rot’,
lieNETs: $6.00 ii).1diiroce, $ 3(/i0.
Tutoring is available Monday through Thursday 6 to 9 p.m.
in the Afro-American Studies Building at Fifth and San
i 71tVis or) .Sale 01 (41014.11)m (iil.tionfitilit’411170).
Carlos streets.
Thrhybrioadiao, cull 78X-.’S..’8
Subjects tutored
......._ ..........--Subjects tutored include anatomy and physiology, organic
(mum;
NEW
NimkK\
!lux
ONE
Dooi(l’itra::
engineering.
bio-chemistry
and
microbiology,
chemistry,
St. Saffold said, "I think that it ( Project 75i has been
successful" based on student response to the program and
it) (’EuieRtaiosfof tile
the fact that minority enrollment in medical schools has
+Ix wit ANN/1**w’
increased.
pi
Regional Director Hibler said compared to other Pacific
has
lone a "really
Coast programs that the SJSU program
superb" Job.
She said the program tries "to seek the serious-minded
student."
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Dr. Thayer Watkins,
economics lecturer, cites
"chronic government deficit
spending in Vietnam" as the
reason the U.S. economy
began to suffer.
He said former President
Johnson didn’t counter the
drain of federal funds spent
on the war with taxes that
would have supported the
lopsided expenditures.
"I
guess
President
Johnson was just too concerned with the war,"
Watkins said.
Watkins said the economy
would benefit little if
Congress approves any more
military aid to Vietnam.

point in America’s attitude
came with the 1968 Tel offensive in which the North
Vietnamese Army (NVA) hit
36 out of 44 provinces."
Then, national distress
over the costs of the war in
American dead prompted
President Nixon to withdraw
U.S. troops and barter for
the return of American
P.O.W.’s, Buss said.
This deceleration
of
America’a
involvement
paved the way for the
signing of the 1973 Paris
Peace Accord, Buss said.
Fingers crossed
"Though the United States
probably
signed
the
agreement with fingers
crossed behind her back, the
Accord did give the South
Vietnamese a chance to
survive as a free people," he
said.
When the Accord was
signed, said Buss, the South
Vietnamese Army ( ARVN )
was equipped well enough to
fight the NVA.
In the two years that
followed
the
Accord,
however,
the
internal
situation in the South failed
to be strengthened by
President Nguyen Van
111 MI MI III MI 110 MI MI MO

Thieu, Buss said.
This fact led to the current
deteriorating situation which
South Vietnam finds itself in
today, Buss said.
"It was the political
disintegration of Thieu’s
regime that caused the
precipitous downfall of the
South," Buss said.
Leadership crumbles
"Therefore, the NVA rout
of the ARVN was based more
on crumbling political
leadership than lack of
equipment and U.S. aid,"
Buss said.
Buss said the downfall of

the South and failure of
American policy there has
been discounted by the rest
of the world."
"The consensus now,
throughout the free world is
that what the South Vietnamese couldn’t do with
America there, they certainly couldn’t do by herself," Buss said.
No doubt, he added, "antiAmerican countries will
jump on the propaganda
bandwagon, but by no means
does South Vietnam mean
America will crumble."

SIGMA ALPHA MU
The National
Fraternity Organization
Is having an organizational
meeting to start a new
chapter on this campus.
Anyone interested in learning
more about it can come to
the Pacheco Room in the
Student Union at 8:00 pm.
on Tuesday, May 6th.
for more Information, call Rick at 277.8650
MI MI MI MI

ALL 37 FOOD ITEMS 25’
BUY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
FOOD ITEMS FOR JUST 25’ EACH
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Taco

FRIJOLES
TOSTADAS
BEAN BURRITOS
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You’re due for a break,
and you’ve got it.

NOW.
THE ’8750
AMERIPASS
15 days of unlimited travel
at half the regular price.

We’re giving you a big break this year by
cutting the price of America’s biggest travel
bargainthe Greyhound Ameripassin half I
Repeat. Half the price of our regular
$175 one -month Ameripass.
Now, for a limited time, ’only $87.50
buys you 15 days of unlimited, unrestricted
travel, anywhere in America. Canada too
On your way home this spring, go where
you like. See what you like. Be a real free
spirit. And spend a lot less than a plane or
train costs.
With the $87.50 Ameripass, you don’t
have to travel on certain days. Or pay for

your ticket in advance (But you can ship
all your stuff home in advance Up to 150
pounds. For free )
Like our regular $175 and $250
two -month Ameripasses, the $87 50
Ameripass gives you special discounts on
hotels, meals, sightseeing.
So get in touch with us about today’s
biggest travel bargain. The $87 50
Ameripass.
Because you’re due for a break.
The $87.50 Ameripass fare is good thru
May 31. Ameripasses purchased May 31,
good for following 15 days.

GRP,’ HOUND BUS STATION
70 Alameda Ave. 297-8890

11Greyhound
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Daily receives

Officials knock
high tar brands

top news honor

By Chris Smith
"Oh, the disadvantages of
our longer cigarettes."
This advertising caption
appears above a bewildered
smoker who just crunched
his 100 millimeter cigarette
on the windshield of his tiny
car.
but it is feared they
present a greater threat of
lung cancer than their
regular-length and low-tar
competitors.
In Washington some
people have asked the
government to ban the interstate shipment of high tar
and nicotine cigarettes.
The U.S. Surgeon General
has said there is a
preponderance
of
evidence" that cigarettes
with low-tar and nicotine
levels are less harmful than
regular cigarettes.
Cancer chances Increase
According to the Surgeon
General’s
report,
the
chances of a smoker getting
lung cancer increase with
the tar content of the
cigarettes he smokes.
Also, the Federal Trade
Commission has shown that
among regular, king size or
100’s, the 100’s generally
have a higher tar and
nicotine content.
Cigarette tar, according to
Surgeon General, is the
"aggregate of particulate
matter in tobacco smoke
after subtracting nicotine
and moisture."

Dave Co!lamer, program
coordinator
for
the
American Lung Association
of Santa Clara-San Benito
Counties,
said
it
is
"definitely a good thing" for
smokers who can’t quit
entirely to at least switch to
low tar and nicotine brands.
Less harmful over time
Over a period of five or 10
years, Collander explained,
low-tar cigarettes probably
do significantly less harm to
a smoker’s body than hightar brands.
He added, however, that
many smokers who switch to
low -tar brands miss the
"lift" that nicotine gives and
go
back
to
regular
cigarettes.
The Surgeon General, also,
acknowledged that many
persons smoke to reach a
certain nicotine level.
Don A. Sparks
When a smoker switches to
a low tar and nicotine brand, LUNG CANCER-Long cigarettes may be more than just inthe federal report said, he convenient, according to recent reports
may puff more frequently,
inhale more deeply and congratulated for taking sufficiently protect the
smoke more cigarettes to action to cut tar and nicotine public."
reach the same nicotine level levels.
Richard 0. Simpson,
as with regular cigarettes.
Shipping ban okay’d
chairman of the Product
If this happens, the smoker
A federal judge ruled last Safety Commission, said
may inhale more of the other week that the U.S. Consumer Congress is currently conhazardous substances in the Product Safety Commission sidering removing cigarettes
smoke than he was getting has the authority to ban the from the jurisdiction of the
with high -nicotine interstate shipment of high- commission.
cigarettes, the report said, tar cigarettes.
"I would agree to consider
and the purpose of switching
The commission’s 1960 the petition on its merits" if
brands is defeated.
Federal Hazardous Sub- Congress does not vote on the
Still, Collander said, the stances Act, the judge said, change in jurisdiction,
$60 million a year tobacco contains language -suf- Simpson said.
industry
should
be ficiently open-ended to ex"But I would prefer that
tend to products whose Congress act," he added.
Tar and nicotine content of several domestic cigarettes
hazard was unknown."
(From the Federal Trade Commission Report, March 1974)
The ruling came on a suit
TAR NICOTINE
TYPE
BRAND
filed by Sen. Frank Moss, 1)Carlton 70’s
reg., filter
1
0.1
Utah, the American Public
Health Association and the
Iceberg 10
king, filter, menthol
9
0.6
District of Columbia Lung
Benson& Hedges
0.6
reg., filter
9
Association after the com10
0.7
Pall Mall Extra Mild
king, filter
mission refused to consider
11
Vantage
king, filter
0.8
the ban.
11
0.7
True
king, filter
announcements
Specifically, the comking, filter
13
0.9
Marlboro Lights
mission was petitioned to
14
1.0
king,
filter
Doral
ban the interstate sales of LEARN SELF HYPNOSIS. Help
yourself to unproved grades, irn
15
king, filter
0.9
Kent
cigarettes containing more
proved perception,
improved
memory, improved concentration,
15
than 21 miligrams of tarking, filter
0.9
Parliament
improved creativity. Licensed
Pall
Mall
non-filter
Camel,
Silva Thins
100mm, filter
17
1.2
Practitioner 371-2992.
,
100’s, Chesterfield and
.. Eve
100mm, filter, menthol 17
1.2
BALLET -College age classes at
others.
Eutrazia School of Hanel. Essential
100mm, f ilter, menthol 17
1.3
Pall Mall
"technique" for beginning and in
The federal court ruling
17
1.2
100mm, filter
Marlboro
terrnediale students. Small classes;
does not force the comattention
Beverly
individual
king, filter, menthol
17
1.2
Newport
Eufraria Grant. Director 241 1300.
mission. to approve the ban,
100mm, filter
18
1.2
Parliament 100’s
unvomenyclnuccnoom
but rather to consider it.
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
18
1.2
Benson&Hedges 100’s 100mm, filter
The court ordered the Wedding invitations and accessories with
a creative new look are available in
100mm, filter
18
1.3
Eve
commission to consider
hundreds of sires, styles and colors
whether high tar cigarettes
100mm, f ilter, menthol 19
1.3
L& M
Traditional creamy white. flowery
Pastels bordered or plain Town and
"are so hazardous to health
king, filter
. 19
1.3
Camel
Country Duplicating carries a wide
that no cautionary label will
selection of quality wedding invitations
Winston
100mm, filter
1.3
19

Pr-

SAVE A LIFE!

GIVE BLOOD

The Spartan Daily has been awarded the highest possible
rating by a national press association.
The Columbia Scholastic Press Association CSPA
headquarters at Columbia University in New York, awarded
the campus newspaper its Medalist Certificate.
The Medalist ranking is awarded to less than 10 per cent of
the publications from first place ratings. This honor, according to CSPA, "is based on those intangible qualities
which become evident to judges which could be characterized as the ’personality’ of the entry."
The Spartan Daily was given a total of 958 points of the
1,000 possible in the scoring. The scoring covered three
areas: content-coverage, writing -editing, and design display.
Lee Dickason, a journalism senior from Redondo Beach,
and Kathy Rebello, a journalism senior from Colton, were
editors during the two semesters the Spartan Daily entered
in the competition.
The judge commented about the overall quality of the
Spartan Daily: "Excellent coverage of the university.
community and off-campus news which should have general
interest to the student body. Superlative blend of types of
reporting with graphic display."

at the
COLLEGE UNION
LOMA PRIETA ROOM
MON. MAY 5 (9-4)
TUES. MAY 6 (9-4)
’You may win an all expense paid trip
to Disneyland care of Air California.
Free bowling and billiards at the
College Union.
Two 425 gift certificates usable at
the Spartan Bookstore.
’Flying lessons by Skyline Pilots, Inc.

Classical Guitarist
(001)

Free McDonald: hamburgers
DONATED BY

CROCKER NATIONAL BANK
101 W. Santa Clara
and

BANK OF AMERICA

_

Second and San Carlos

Friday, Saturday S, Sunday Evenings
Crepe Entrees 8, Desserts
Cocktails & Wines
247-9970
335

S. Winchester Blvd.

Creal Cats BA MI

.41.
Experienced Thesis Typtst-Master’S
Reports-Di RRRRR Ohms. Marianne
Ave.
Escobar
Tamberg -137
Telephone 350.4240, Los Gates.

classified

Winston

100mm, filter, menthol 20

Tareyton

100mm, filter

21

1.5

Pall Mall

100mm, filter

21

1.5

1.4

Lucky Filters

100mm, filter

23

1.7

Camel

reg., non -filter

23

1.5

Raleigh

king, non -filter

24

1.5

Hall & Half

king, filter

25

1.8

Lucky Strike

reg., non -filter

28

1.7

Pall Mall

king, non -filter

28

1.8

tergr
WILEY MOTORS
Cars from
$199 to $1299

Chesterfield

king, non-filter

29

1.8

Insiaitt credit

Bull Durham

king, filter

30

2.0

Players

reg., non -filter

31

2.2

1141 S. 1St. S.J.
2750260 275 0261

Summer Jobs
STUDENT AID

NO INTEREST
EXCEPT YOUR INTEREST
IN MAKING MONEY.
WHEELS NEEDED.

NO CARRYING CHARGE
WE TRAIN YOU
AT NO CHARGE.

IMMEDIATE CASH
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN.
$400 plus A MONTH

INTERVIEW
THIS ’THURSDAY
11:15 & 12:15
Part-time
and
Vacation Employment Office

122 So. 9th St.

Deal direct ion decided savings, Special
offer for SJSU students Present this
ad and receive a special discount on any
Order
Town and Country Duplicating
10321S Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd.
Cupertino, CA 251 .31
Lupe. OM,

binds.
Sandwiches-all
Op
HERO.s. We accept Food Stamps.
126 E San SalvadOr btwn 3rd and 4th
Sts.
30’s IL Ws CLOTHES
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics, etc. The
Paradise Shop 3210S. Bascom.
The Christian Science Organisation
would like to invite everyone to Its
Triorsday evening meetings at 730
pm in the Student Chapel (located
between the mess and women.
gyms).
ER -14
SIO savings en
Instrument Calculator Reg. 109 eS,
now 559.95 Where else can you find
such a bargain? SPARTAN BOOK
’
STORE
REGISTRATION-Consider
FALL
Anthropology & Education (Anthro.
1961 How culture is transmitted,
Role ot Schools in Cultr Transmis.,
Influence of culture on Percept &
Learns,. How minority grps are
disadvtgd by school, Apollo. of
Anthro In Educ Research Opport.
for res. in local schools. 930 1015 T
L Th.
the
FRIDAY FLI
original full length award winner Dr.
Mono. Romance, politics. survival
during the Bolshevik Revolution
Friday May 2 Two shows 7110 pm
51 00 presented by A Phi 0.
VIETNAMESE STUDENTS
Burst Hop Dec Wet
Tall C S.0 Thu Sau 7-30 PM.
Long alio and far away your great granny
went lo summer school Take son
tirnentat iourney this year with summer
sessions at San Jose Slate University

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will Save you
on auto repairs Major repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars Ex, VW tone up 525
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 247 3864.
1975 Hondo 340T
low Mit<S6Sp disc brake
2718101

Flocked Velvet Posters- large variety
1200,
each Few summer king sire
Indian bedspreads SS SO. Incense
pack of 2S for 50 cents. Large variety
of patches Iron transfers Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias. Strobe lights. Large
variety of black lights. one block
from Me college. 10 E. San Fernando
St.
The Only tickets you have are ter
parking? Buy my 2 Raider Season
tickets. Call 3G6-3440, Ask for Judy

FREE ROOM AND /WARD for un
derstanthng female to share with
man. Voice defect. Call 29823011
after S:00 0m.

BASENJI PUPPIES-a tx months old,
barkless. AKC shots, excellent
watchdogs gentle dtspositions. Ste.
257 0594

SU RRRRRR GE 1 BORN - IDEAL
FOR 2 OR 3 FURNISHED. CAR
PETS -I 1 3 BATH S160 at S. 4th
CALL 9904619

PRIMO STUFF: SCUBA. comp. outfit. 2
tks, reg. vets, de e g. w sot. omit. Ins.
snrkl. pa go, 5293 TAPE REC. r.r. 551
to SPEED, Noshoki semi -pro. SISO.
ELEC GUIT & AMP 550 GUITAR. stl
str 1100 Mike 291 0609 Let of ring
*PT

FOR RENT-1.2,3 Mem turn, apts.
blk from campy, (4 unit complex).
Summer S35 545.S55 per week. Fall
Sp S160 5220 2320. per mo. 487 So. 6th
Ph 2009113 or 259 1939.

IN? CAMARO 327 AM FM TAPE
STEEL RADIALS MINT CON
DITION 51,000 CALL 998 1423 OR
797.7117 (FREMONT).
House Trailer 22 H.-located in park.
P mils, from campus. 1500. Rent in
park is ISS monthly. Call 2117-1363.
VW VAN .69 geed cond., build your own
camper 51750 .offer S54 3760 eves
VASOUE HIKING BOOTS-Like New
Sire 11 it or offer. Call 592 4973
Konica 35 mm Camera. Model 3M. Fl.
ims. I 5001h speed Excellent condition
540 377 1537
SR 50 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SLIDE
RULE CALCULATOR silt) Nearly New
6061 4206034

help wanted
Female Nude Models needed for
EnvironmntI
Summer
Photography workshops. Class will
mclude weekend field nips in July II
Aug Call David Kohler evenings tor
interview 116.5174.
SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Part tune or career positions in
financial planning with emphasis on
insurance sales Training program and
generous allowance while learning
Outgoing. ambitious Sign up for op
pointment in Career Planning and
Placement Bldg 0 Em 3 NOW

SUMMER RATES 635 S. 16th St . S J
5120 %140 coo for 1 harm, small 2
bdrm., or Irge 1 bOrm. ants See
rngr apt No 1 or call 298 0101
FOR RENT Quiet ige Rooms Fur
nistied studios and One Bedrooms
w w Carpets, Swim Pool, Recreation
Room With Dead Bolt Security
Locks. 620 So. 9th Street. 251 4817
Willow Glen House ler Rent 13110-3
BOrm 2 Ba. Huge family rm.
complete Hitch. Kirl Schools. Call
109 0657 8 10 Pm.
SUMMER & FALL APPL1. Apts. &
Balcony 230 E. San Salvador St.
across front Duncan Hall 12 min
dash to class) Ph. 294.60211 app?
only Ask fOr J.B
Duplex for ren . 2 bedroom. kitchen.
furnished. Couples preferred. Call 292
9719, eves or Minds. So 7 St.
I Um, Victorian Apt., tinhorn; Water &
Garbage pd includes Range & Retri
s110 mo Call 2899239,
Looking ter female ruminate. $W + util.
Avail NOW to END of May 1 bk from
SJSU Call 291 0420.
to share
ROOMMATE
spaciously furnished two bedroom
apartment Call Gory otter 3 30 701
7525

lost and found
- - - of 1.1).s betel my lost
Reward for
purse Am in desperate need of these.
Purse ielt in bathroom of PER bldg nit
4 14 !PM Please return, Call 3740090
Ask tor Molly

Part.tIrne: people to teach Free En
Nevis* to potential Entrepreneurs
Mersa! Assoc 3513505 am’s and ewes
Lib. Women ado 19 33 needed for amateur
modeling per hr setting good Pet,
Contact Mors, Trevino 263 7877 9 12
eves. 51 30
Person in do child care 10 hours cur
week, usually lee aaaaa noons or
evenings for one child. Weges
negotiable 9911333
MANAGER NEEDED-sales weekends
and even.ngs t50 125 Week Green
Thumb Lawn Service 745 4970

housing

personals
Single Adults, Enrich your lite by
attending coffin fellowship A Bible
study, 0 45-10.15 am, Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
for children
Do you really care *bent Handicapped
People? Would you like to share a
nice apartment with him? If you
would, please call Brian Hall 290
23011.

Mother Olson’s. 10 locations-- 1950
2050 wk share, 27 50 & 20 SO wk
single discount or monthly rates
121 N lth St Pho 7,3 1374

SUE J.
We ye come a long way baby
CONGRATULATIONS
beck,

("Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

Each
additional
day

$1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.35
.35
.35
.35

Each additional line add:
.50
.50
.50

.50

.50

entertainment
3
4
5
6

FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS the
original full length award winner Dr.
Shiva". Romance. politics. 10,0,001
during the Bolshevik Revolution
Friday May 2 Two shows 71110 Prn
Side presented be A Phi 0

lines
lines
Imes
lines

Semester rate loll issues)

$25.00

Check a Classification
Cl Announcements

a Help Wanted

o Services

O Automotive
a Entertainment

a Housing

a Transportation

a Lost and Found

a Travel

La

For Sale

ii Personals

Student Typing 30 cents pier pg. +
paper steno services extra, 396 S.
11th St Call Tarnma 998.0352.

Osman: We Made IC It’s great to be
bark with you. I hope we are always
together. Let’s get married. Love
Sir

VW Parts Repair. Call Gertites 301
6684 0 30 7 00
Your paper read, edited ler a inadSt
fee. Experienced and thorough.
Tutorial approach Expert typing.
Shari notice Joe 371 4497.

S100.00 Reward ter Information
leading to Recovery of Stereo Equip.
Stolen Thurs , April 10 Call 9911 1221
The best way to keep your mind front
*Ohne his summer Isn’t to wear a
baggy over your head Take a summer
session course at ’,AU ,,stead

SAVE THIS AIX
Before you purchase any Hi Fi stereo
equipment, color ZV’s. tape, car
stereo. and accessories, check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty for most major
brands Distributor prices On tape
and speakers. 1111-2693.

services
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One !Ow price of 5811 Includes
the lull service of a PROFESSION.
AL PHOTOGRAPHER, sixty color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides. and
BRIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge for
photography anywhere in Northern
California. and no time limilS
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased al any
Bole, with S x I’s at 81.G:teach. and it
? 10’s at $200 each All work is
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide Open every
evening until 10 p.m For FREE
SRIDAL PACKET call 257 3161.

TYPING -TERM PAPERS, THESES.
ETC. EXPERIENCED AND FAST
269 6674
Hair
removed
Unwanted
by
Registered Nurse Electrologist Ph
265 1440 I 9 P M 2186 Lincoln Aye.
id
Il
Shaklee Ili
Cleaners. Natural fond supplements
and personal care products. Call us.
Stanley and Gail 2165400.

SJSU Summer lesson offers HO embroil
and a varlet.. of ex
tracurrocular actiyotoes

Professional Typist, last, accurate.
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249 2164

_
Lower Dir. Math Physics and
Engineering MADE A LOT EASIER.
Will tutor at cheap rates Ca4I Don 9911
1273

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle,
All Natural Color, photography far
your wedding. You keep all phOtOS
laken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call Or details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings

BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS available
Top rated hikes Compiefe training
inventory IS location A great business
with an excellent income 55.990 L up
secured BIKE WORLD 14001 2611640
nationwide

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at la
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE, 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996 1252
Ion free estimate.

travel
EUROPE I
AFRICA -ORIENT Student flights year meet
Contact ISCAs11447 Son Vincent’
Blvd. number I L.S. Calif 90049
TEL 12131 $265119. 1126.0954

NOTICE
SHORT
TYPING
REASONABLE My home-267 3119.
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers Term
SERVICE
rnanuscripts-letters. 75 cents a
Me. Kitty Carter 262 1923.

LOW COST
Europe, Orient &South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca. 94704
14151 5417000

PARIS...AM
MADRID.., LONDON
STUDENT 1.0. CARDS
SHIPS...RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS...FREE TRAVEL IN.
FOR...INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOK INGS..WOR K
MICHAEL
ABROAD...CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 2355. Santa Clara, No 710,
SAN JOSE CA. 9SI 13 14011) 2174301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN tam -12
noon

LOWEST COST rossiaLa Air Fares
to Europe from $400 roLind trip
(London) Low Cost nights from
London to East and West Atric and
Tel Aviv All Main European CMOS
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave San Jose, Ca 446.
5252
- CHARTER PLIGHTS
London. Amsterdam, Zurich. Frank.
tort & New York. LOWEST AIR
FARES TO EUROPE.
IIIEEHIVE
3773460
3607 Bercaw Lane San Jose
Summer Work In W. Germany
Resorts, free room & beard up to
5250 in0 College Cred Call 1567 3300
x 354

Noah’s Ark Pre -School 730 So Second
St , San Jose, phone 275 0461 Reties
Full time S90 per month. Part
time 53 per ’ day or SS Per toll
day Qualified staff. Friendly at
inosphere

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces for each line!

Print name

Minimum Three Lines Ono Day

for sale
FOR SALE 52,300 1 ACRE REC
LAND AGENT SJS ’73 401 262 1576 O
5 MON SAT
--Woftensack stereo Cassell’ recorder
d Record Changer Sit
$31 and G
Good condition 317 1537.

San Jose Residence Club Coed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking, linen & maid
service, color TN. Ping pong. kit
chin facilities. Inside Courtyard.
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share; 79.50- 84.50 Mo. share,
109 50--up single 202 So. 11th St.
Pho 293 7374

Prof. Typing-fast, accurate.
Can edit theses, reports. etc.
Oppendable-Mrs.ASIanian 298.4104.

Phone_

Address_
City

Enclosed is S

For

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

’Deadline, two days prior to publicat ion

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Consecutive publication dates on
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No

refunds

on

cancelled
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20 students
study abroad

Ranier Biala

Soares tops evening
The music of Echos of Youth, with lead singer Judy
Soares. packed the dance floor at Tuesday night’s Portugal-Brazilian cultural evening.
The Portuguese Youth Group dancers from the Five
Wounds Church performed traditional dances
representative of various Portuguese regions.

Twenty students here have
been selected to participate
in the California State
Universities and Colleges’
International Programs (IP)
Dr. Christine Cook, foreign
language professor, announced yesterday.
Cook’s
announcement
came on the eve of Governor
Jerry Brown’s decision to reinstate $700,000 to IF which
was previously deleted in his
budget to the state university
system.
IF is a program that
selects students to study in a
foreign university for a year.
Cook noted that Gov.
Brown "was convinced to reinstate IP because of
grassroot pressures from
faculty
students
and
members."
The IP Coordinator for
SJSU. Cook said that the 20
students who have been

chosen will leave in September for Spain, Italy,
France, Germany, Sweden,
Denmark, Taiwan, Japan,
England and Mexico.
"Of the 20 students, 12 are
language majors while the
rest are in social sciences,"
said Cook.
According to Cook, a total
of 395 students have been
chosen from the state
university system for IP.
Cook explained that The
re-instated $700,000 IP
budget is for administrative
uses only."
"IP does not subsidize or
give
scholarships
for
students to study abroad,"
she said.
"The IP program requires
that students pay the regular
state tuition, travel, living
and personal expenses while
they are overseas," Cook
said.

School dean has limited power

Burns runs athletics program
continued from page one
He explained that the school’s student-faculty ratio
including Intercollegiate Athleticswhich was the basis for
the faculty cutbacks, is 15.9 full-time students to one faculty
position.
However, Gustafson said, if Intercollegiate Athletics was
not included in the student-faculty ratio computation, the
figures would come close to the university average which is
17.9 to one.
"Before Bill Gustafson was appointed acting dean, he
wanted to discuss what would be expected to him and what
would be expected by the university," Burns said.
Burns added that it was made perfectly clear to Gustafson
that decisions concerning Intercollegiate Athletic’s
budgeting, staffing, faculty cutbacks and operation would be
made by the university.
Gustafson replied to that statement saying, "1 do not
believe that the question of cutbacks was discussed at that
time."
Gustafson replied to that statement saying, "I do not
believe that the question of cutbacks was discussed at that
time."
Gustafson was appointed acting dean of the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts by Bunzel last July.
Burns said, "Intercollegiate Athletics is not exempt from
cutbacks, but the dean of the School of Applied Sciences and
Arts has no authority to make those decisions."
Burns added that at most universities men’s sports is
handled directly by the university president himself.
Gustafson said he had not been told that faculty cutfor men’s sports would be initiated by the administration.

Prof will talk
about minorities
"Minority Assimilation in
American Society" is the
topic to be discussed by Dr.
Simon Gonzalez, associate
professor of education and
vice chancellor at UCLA,
today at 3:30 p.m. in ED 100.
Gonzalez is a consultant

for the U.S. Office of
Education and chairman of
National Education and
Task Force De La Raza.
The talk is being sponsored
by the Schuol of Applied
Sciences and Arts.

Testing program

"I honestly believe that this was a general breakdown of
communications.
"I don’t think that departments in the school would have
been so concerned at losing faculty if they had known it was
the intention of the university to apply cutbacks to those
segments where the decision wouldn’t be made at the school
level," Gustafson said.
Burns said Intercollegiate Athletics has had dollar cutbacks, and added that there will be faculty cutbacks.
"The role and function of athletics needs to be and is being
re-examined," Burns said. An Ad Hoc committee is studying
the question, he added.

Alumni to hold
first conference
A
v,eekend
extravaganza" the first
annual Alumni Weekend
Conference will be held
Saturday and Sunday on the
SJSU campus.
SJSU President John
Bunzel will give the keynote
presentation
at
noon,
Saturday in the S.U. Loma
Prieta room.
Bunzel will also present
the Alumni Association’s
Innovative Teaching Award.
Also, six no-credit mini
courses will be offered
Saturday.
The three and one-half
hour courses will include
topics on: The Deadly Perils
of "Success," The Genetic
Revolution: Implications for
Mankind; and Women in Art
and Literature - Past and
Present.
Also included will be:
America and the Use of
Power; Where will we be
when the oil runs dry?; and
The Crisis of Middle Age.

rif

.***.

.
Christians Cook
According to the 1975-76 IP
brochure, estimated expenses for the academic
year abroad run between
$2,600 and $4,000 depending
on which country the student
goes to.
All state or federal
scholarships and aids can
help to defray the costs, said
Cook.

Vietnam
permits
available
Vietnamese students who
want to get work permits
from the U.S. Immigration
Office can pick up the application forms from the
campus foreign student
office in Adm. 201.
The forms will be signed
by the student advisers and
forwarded
to
the
Immigration Office at San
Francisco, according to
spokesman from the foreign
student office.
Students have to return the
application forms together
with Form 1-94 at noon,
Friday.

continued from page one
According to Dr. June
McCann,
professor
of
Women’s
Physical
Education and chairwoman
of the committee, the vast
majority of the responses
were critical.
According to a response by
members of the committee,
objections centered around
the "focus of the ought
statement" in separating
liberal and professional
education.
Committee members said
that the formation of
curriculum priorities here
creates
"division
and
competition" within the
university, and is "highly
undesiraule."
The committee said the
development of prioritiesand the formation of a
distinction between liberal
and professional courses of
studyis "clearly counter to
the present interests of both
the faculty and the students
at a time when institutional
survival...calls for integration.."
Last week, Burns faced
another controversy over the
existence of a directive
which reportedly exempted
the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics from
faculty cutbacks.
In an interview with the
Spartan Daily, Dr. John
Foote, dean of academic
planning, said there had
been a directive designed to
protect the Intercollegiate
Athlectics Department from
layoffs.
"It was felt that athlectics
were important to the image
of the school," Foote explained.
Dr. William Gustafson,

acting dean of the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts,
said the administrative
directivewhich reportedly
exempted "segments of the
school" from cutbacks-caused him to withdraw his
candidacy for the school’s
permanent deanship.
Gustafson, whose school
includes the Intercollegiate
Athletics Department,
declined to state which
department the directive
would affect.
He said it would result in
one department maintaining
the most favorable studentfaculty ratio in the school.
Burns denied the existence
of the directive the next day,
saying one does not, and
never did exist at SJSU.
He maintained that no
written directive or oral
communication was given
the School of Applied

Sciences and Arts that would
from
immunity
direct
faculty cutbacks for the
Intercollegiate
Men’s
Athletics Department.
He did say there is a longstanding university policy
faculty
which
under
budget
and
positions
decisions are determined
adthe
by
directly
ministration

Send your
message
in the
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THE PINK POODLE
PRESENTS

SAN JOSE’S ONLY

"We tried to get the most
highand
interesting
powered people on campus
alumni
speak,"
to
spokeswoman Joan Schilling
said.

LIVE NUDE SHOW
ON STAGE EVERY HOUR
PLUS

TWOFIRST RUN
SEXUALLY EXPLICIT

Schilling added that the
SJSU professors speaking
Saturday are doing so
without charge to the
association.
"The courses will be from
different parts of the
university," Schilling said.
"There are things in there
for just about everybody."
On Sunday, an alumni
bowling tournament and a
golf tournament will be held.
Also, the Golden Grad
Luncheon Reception to honor
SJSU graduates of 50 or
more years will be held in
the Student Union Umunhum
Room.
Conference
registration
will be accepted by calling
the Alumni House at 2773235, Schilling said.

Burns criticized for his
stand on many issues

ADULT MOVIES
L11 18

ESCORTED LADIES i

AMATEUR
NUDE DANCE CONTEST
MONDAY & THURS NITE AT 9 PM
PRIZE MONEY $35.00 $25.00
$15.00 and $10.00 TO ALL OTHERS
BONUS COUPON
SUNDAY ONLY
$2.00 off regular admission

To help make May 11th the day
that everybody lets their Mania
know just how proud and glad and
,icky they are to have a Mania like
.1.,it Mama and to also gvt us some
free advertising spiwe in your
dorms, apartments, hetuts or
whatever, we’re issuing a commemorative Mama’s Day poster.
To get one just follow the
instructions below.

Good until June 15, 1975
Cutout

this ad and present

to

doorman.

ADULT MOVIESNUDE DANCERS

$

3211 S. BASCOM AVE.OPEN

11 AM DAILY. SUN

5 PM

We can pass the Mama’s Day poster to you
at the Spartan Daily Advertising Office.
There’s a limited supply. So come by soon.

offers unit credit
Students can earn up to
two years of college credit by
passing
examinations
designed to measure what
they’ve learned outside of
school.
This shortcut to advanced
education is called the
College
Level
Entry
Examination Program
(CLEF).
Developed and Marketed
by a private non-profit firm
headquartered in New York,
the tests are given by the
college testing office during
the third week of every
month.
There are two types of
examinations given a
general battery and individual subject tests.
By passing all five of the
general battery tests an
incoming student could come
on campus for the first time
as a junior.
"However, it’s not an all or
nothing deal," according to
Thomas Coke, counselor and
foreign students advisor.
Students can take the
whole battery and get credit
for parts he passes, or he can
elect to just take one or two
of the exams, Coke said.
We recommend them as
a general procedure, he
added.
Irene Benevento, clerk in
the testing office, said many
students don’t try because
they are afraid of the exams

but the majority of those who
take them generally do well.
Costs range from $20 for
one exam to $40 for five, she
said.
Records in the testing
office indicate that a
majority of the 270 students
who participated in the
program last year got some
college credit by taking the
examinations.
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